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Abstract
Software engineering has come a long way in its short history. With the recent advent of modeldriven development, which places models at the center of all development efforts, some of the
existing deficiencies of traditional, code-centric software development approaches have been addressed. However, at the same time new problems arose, which require, for example, techniques
to describe, control and verify the evolution of models. Drawing from past experiences and
findings in the field of code-centric software evolution is only partly feasible due to the inherent
graph-based nature of models, which renders the adoption and porting of previously developed
solutions for text-based software development impractical.
The graph-based nature of models suggests the application of graph transformation-theoretic
concepts to models, in order to formally describe their manipulation by means of graph-rewriting
rules. Though the concepts and techniques provided by the theory of graph transformation may
seem intuitive, the specification of accurate rewriting rules is a non-trivial and time-consuming
task, which requires adequate tool support and thorough knowledge of the underlying theory.
Unfortunately, due to the heterogeneity of the employed approaches, a tool’s capability to specify
graph rewriting rules and the degree of assistance offered for this task is hard to determine
without prior investigation. Thus, a survey of existing tools was conducted, which revealed the
Operation Recorder as a suitable tooling environment. In contrast to all other surveyed tools, it
offers a by-demonstration environment, which allows to showcase the intended transformation
instead of requiring its manual construction by means of dedicated transformation languages.
The Operation Recorder, however, lacks a concise, formal basis which prevents the verification of its transformations. Therefore, a framework to describe attributed graphs with inheritance, composition and multiplicities is presented with the aim to embed the Operation Recorder
into this framework. For this purpose, a conceptual alignment is pursued which demonstrates
the equivalence and interchangeability of the concepts provided by the Operation Recorder and
those provided by the theory of graph transformation.
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Kurzfassung
Die Entwicklungen im Bereich des Software Engineering sind in Anbetracht seiner kurzen
Geschichte beachtlich. Mit dem erst kürzlichen Aufkommen der modellgetriebenen Entwicklung, welche, wie der Name vermuten lässt, die Modelle in den Mittelpunkt aller Entwicklungsbemühungen stellt, konnten zwar einige der bestehenden Schwierigkeiten code-basierter Entwicklungsprozesse beseitigt werden, jedoch sind damit neue Probleme eingeführt worden. An
dieser Stelle sei beispielhaft die Notwendigkeit von Verfahren zur Beschreibung, Steuerung und
Verifikation der Evolution von Modellen angeführt. Aufgrund der graph-basierten Struktur von
Modellen können bereits gesammelte Erfahrungen und Forschungsergbnisse nur bedingt von
der code-basierten zur modellgetriebenen Entwicklung übertragen werden, wodurch die Adaption und Portierung bestehender Lösungen an der praktischen Anwendbarkeit scheitern.
Die graph-basierte Struktur von Modellen legt vielmehr die Anwendung von graphtransformationstheoretischen Ansätzen nahe, um die an Modellen durchgeführten Modifikationen mit
Graphersetzungsregeln zu beschreiben. Obwohl diese Konzepte und Techniken auf den ersten
Blick intuitiv erscheinen, ist die präzise Spezifikation von Graphersetzungsregeln nicht trivial
und zeitaufwendig. Dies verlangt nach geeignetem Werkzeugunterstützung und benötigt tiefgehendes Verständnis der zugrundeliegenden Theorie. Aus der Heterogenität der vorhandenen
Tools ergibt sich auch die Schwierigkeit, dass deren Tauglichkeit in Bezug auf die Spezifikation
von Graphersetzungsregeln und die Unterstützung, die sie den Enwicklerninnen bieten, nicht
ohne vorherige eingehende Befassung mit der Materie ersichtlich ist. Zu diesem Zwecke wurde
eine Evaluierung existierender Tools durchgeführt, welche den Operation Recorder ins Zentrum
weiterer Nachforschungen rückte. Denn im Gegensatz zu allen anderen untersuchten Tools bietet der Operation Recorder eine by-demonstration Umgebung, die es dem Benutzer erlaubt die
gewünschten Transformationen beispielhaft zu demonstrieren. Dadurch entfällt die manuelle
Erstellung von Transformationen mit dedizierten Modelltransformationsprachen.
Der Operation Recorder bietet aber keine präzise, formale Basis, weshalb eine Verifikation der durchgeführten Transformationen nicht möglich ist. Daher wird in dieser Arbeit ein
Framework vorgestellt, das die Transformation von attributierten Graphen mit Multiplizitäten,
Vererbungs-, und Kompositionsbeziehungen erlaubt. Das Ziel ist es, den Operation Recorder in
dieses Framework zu integrieren. In diesem Zusammenhang wird eine konzeptuelle Gegenüberstellung zwischen dem Operation Recorder und der vorgestellten Graphtransformationstheorie
angestrebt, um die Äquivalenz und die Austauschbarkeit der jeweiligen Konzepte zu zeigen.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
Software engineering has come a long way in its short history. From its pioneering steps in the
1950s, it emerged from a hardware-oriented engineering and problem solving background to
nowadays multi-paradigmatic and collaborative development methodology [12]. The progress
made in the last decades is mainly due to the continuous analysis of past successes and failures.
This analysis initiated a systematization process trying to tackle the complexities involved in
the construction of software, and, at the same time, aiming to increase the overall quality of the
produced software as well as to raise the productivity during the development.
The formalization of the program notation, and the thus resulting programming languages,
marked the start of a systematic approach towards the development of software. This systematization process continued and brought a shift from, first, structured and then to object-oriented
program design [12]. At the same time, a similar movement advanced the paradigms concerning the management of the software development process itself. This eventually resulted in
a departure away from rigid and bureaucratic process models in the form of sequential and
standard-driven software management approaches, and led towards today’s agile, test-driven
and lightweight software development paradigms, which are thought to be more capable of embracing change [47].
In an effort to lower complexity and raise clarity, an additional layer of abstraction in the
form of models was introduced, with the intention to describe the software under construction
on a higher, more comprehensible level [55]. In yet another effort to increase the quality and
productivity by means of automating development tasks, recent research in the field of automation brought forth the model-driven development paradigm. The paradigm aims to put existing
models, which are initially employed as a blueprint, but are afterwards often orphanedly treated
as mere documentation of the developed project, to practical use. In fact, models form the nexus
of all development activities and constitute the central artifact of the development process [20].
The model-driven development paradigm solved some of the prevailing problems by narrowing
the gap between the problem and the implementation domain through the use of models [30, 55].
Yet, it introduces a set of previously other difficulties, which, in their sum, are considered to impose a wicked problem [30]. One aspect of this wicked problem is the evolution of models.
1
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1.1

Problem Statement

Within the software engineering community, it has been widely recognized that software does
change and is indeed required to change [41]. Therefore, evolution is inevitable [47]. The
same is true for models as they take the place of program code in the model-driven development
paradigm. However, the methods applied to code-centric software development in order to tackle
the complexity of evolution are not readily applicable to models (cf. [15]). Thus, a new set of
techniques is required.
As models may be viewed and treated as graphs [56], the theory of graph transformation
may be applied to models. In this respect, it offers constructs to formally describe the manipulation and transformation of graphs by means of graph rewriting rules. However, although
the modus operandi of rewriting rules is perceived to apply naturally to graphs, the design of
accurate and complete graph rewriting rules is a non-trivial, time-consuming task. In fact, the
implementation of graph rewriting rules requires a thorough understanding of the underlying
theory and adequate tool support to realize the intended transformations [11].

1.2

Background & Related Work

Graph transformations were first introduced in the late sixties and beginning seventies of the past
century by Pfaltz et al. and Pratt [37] and emerged as an extension to Chomsky grammars and
term rewriting [52]. Among the different approaches presented in [52] the node label replacement approach [26], the algebraic approach with its two variants, namely the double pushout
(DPO) [19] and the single pushout (SPO) [25] approach, and the programmed graph replacement approach [54] are the most widely employed [37]. Common to all of these approaches is
the usage of a rule-based manipulation mechanism for graph structures.
Despite the unfortunate lack of interoperability of these approaches as observed by [1],
Blostein et al. [11] diagnosed a lack of practical relevance of the proposed graph rewriting techniques back in 1996. They argue that the entrance barrier to graph transformation concepts needs
to be drastically lowered, which is, among others, due to the inaccessible presentation of the theory in the accompanying literature and the absence of adequate tool support. Their conclusion
seems confirmed by the observation that the theory is continually re-invented by scientists not
familiar with or even unaware of the existence of the field. Going beyond the urge to improve
the introductory literature and the tool support, Blostein et al. [11] propose the integration of
supplementing computational methods to increase the expressiveness of graph transformation
techniques, e.g., enhance rule organization by means of imperative control flow constructs, and
suggest, among others, optional and recurrent elements in rewriting rules, the parameterization
of rules, and the dynamic computation of attribute values as useful extensions. Further, they
stress the importance of formal foundations for graph rewriting techniques in order to verify the
correctness of the conducted transformations.
Within the last few years, the advent of the model-driven development (MDD) paradigm
has shown to be a driving factor in pushing the graph transformation theory [9, 21, 62] and its
practical application [5, 7, 46, 60] to new frontiers. Recall that the MDD paradigm promotes
models from mere documentation artifacts to first-class development artifacts, from which the
2

actual software is built. Hereby, model transformation techniques gain a crucial role as an enabling technology to convert, transform, generate, and evolve models [20]. For example, in a
manner similar to the traditional, code-centric development approach, models are steadily refined to better represent the problem domain, and subsequently alter their internal as well as
their external structure. Sendall et al. [56] recognize this pivotal role of model transformations
and designate it as the heart and soul of model-driven software development. In their work, they
focus on the design of transformation languages and contribute a list of six desirable language
properties. Among others, they stress the significance of the expressive power and presume the
Turing-completeness of transformation languages necessary to reach the desired level of expressiveness. Of equal importance, as they point out, is the usability of the language, which should
be, above all, easy to understand. Though motivated more from an implementation-centered than
from a language design perspective, Sendall et al. envision the automation of model consistency
and verification checks, yet concrete solutions are not expressed [56].
The rise of MDD and the central role of model transformation inspired and gave direction
to new and existing graph transformation tools which improved accessibility and overall user
experience as proposed by [11]. In [20], Czarnecki et al. survey a selection of thirty model
transformation tools, eight of which are based on the theory of graph transformation, and point
out that, although the usage of the graph rewriting approach to transform models seems intuitive and natural, issues concerning the scheduling, termination and confluence of rules, and the
thus resulting non-determinism complicate the handling of rule organization in classical graph
transformation tools. In this respect, they highlight the introduction of explicit control flow constructs to steer the execution order of rules and welcome the possibility to model the desired
transformation on the instance level rather than on the level of the metamodel offered by some
of the tools.
The authors of [31], who surveyed three graph transformation tools in regard to (1) the
employed theoretical concepts, (2) the properties and specifics of the provided transformation
language, and (3) the environment and infrastructure offered by the tool, value the progress made
regarding the tool support of graph transformation technique, but identified room for further
improvement. In particular, they record that (a) not all of the presented tools stand on a concise
formal basis, and (b) the balance between the expressiveness of the provided language and the
offered usability of the environment is unsatisfactory.
Expanding on the work of [68] and the research presented in [42], a new branch of model
transformation tools emerged more recently, promising to radically improve the usability and
accessibility of the tooling environment by offering a by-example approach to model transformations. Hereby, the actual transformation is specified by means of pairs of source-to-target
model examples rather than by instructions issued in a dedicated transformation language. This
greatly reduces the entrance barrier to model transformations by flattening the learning curve
and eases the specification of transformations as developers define the transformation in the
domain of the modeling language as opposed to the domain of a designated transformation language [65]. Essentially, this obviates (a) the need to learn a dedicated transformation language
and (b) the need to gain thorough knowledge of the metamodel, for transformations are now
specified with examples on the instance level [58].
Starting with the work of Varró [65] and Wimmer et al. [66], the by-example approach was
3

applied to the field of model transformations. Hereby, Varró proposes an iterative and interactive rule derivation process, which is initiated by a set of prototypical mappings between one or
more pairs of source and target models [65]. It is important to note that the focus lies on exogenous model transformations. Exogenous transformations are transformations where the source’s
metamodel differs from the target’s metamodel, e.g., the source model is a UML class diagram,
which shall be transformed to an entity-relationship (ER) diagram. Hence, the approach of [65]
requires a separate, user-provided reference model, which mediates between the concepts found
in the different metamodels. The initial set of mappings is thus established between elements of
the source and the reference model as well as between the reference and the target model. On the
basis of these user-defined mappings, a contextual analysis is performed and a set of corresponding graph transformation rules is derived. Though [65] provides some insights on the derivation
process of the graph rewriting rules, it refrains from providing the details of the employed theoretical approach, and thus, prohibits the inference of the achieved level of formalization. In [2],
Balogh et al. extend the initially proposed model transformation by-example (MTBE) approach
by inductive logic programming (ILP) techniques to further automate the derivation process.
Similar to the MTBE approach of [65], Wimmer et al. focus on the semi-automatic and iterative derivation of exogenous model transformations and suggest a similar solution with the
notable difference of considering hidden concepts explicitly. If a concept is implicitly defined
in the metamodel, e.g., defined as a Boolean flag that acts as a discriminator, yet has an explicit
representation at the instance level, the concept is said to be hidden at the meta level. In order to
handle hidden concepts correctly, the proposed approach requires a complete mapping between
the meta- and the instance level, which resolves the hidden concepts. In contrast to Balogh et al.
the focus lies on, and is actually restricted to, one-to-one mappings between different metamodels that must represent semantically equivalent domains. Based on the user-defined mappings,
appropriate ATL code [39] is derived, which may be manually edited to fine-tune the transformation.
With the aim to counter the deficiencies of the MTBE approaches in regard to endogenous
transformation, i.e., source and target model conform to the same metamodel, Sun et al. introduce the model transformation by-demonstration (MTBD) approach, which, in contrast to
MTBE, records the changes performed on an initial model similar to the macro recording feature offered by various office applications [58]. The recording is subsequently analyzed, and
a set of appropriate transformation patterns is inferred. At the same time, Brosch et al. presented a similar tool in [13], namely the Operation Recorder, which splits the semi-automatic
derivation of model transformations into a demonstration and a subsequent configuration phase.
In contrast to the MTBD approach of Sun et al., the Operation Recorder does not record the
performed changes, but rather conducts a state-based comparison between the initial and the
modified model. This comparison is analyzed by an inference engine, which derives an initial
set of pre- and postconditions patterns. These patterns may then be refined during the configuration phase.
Although substantial improvements have been made concerning the usability and accessibility of transformation tools, especially with the addition of the by-example and by-demonstration
approaches to the tooling landscape, the importance of a concise formal basis is often neglected.

4

1.3

Motivation

This thesis was originally motivated by an implementation-focused approach to develop a byexample tooling environment to specify graph rewriting rules based on the theory of algebraic
graph transformation [52]. In this respect, the work strove to eliminate the shortcomings of
existing tools, mainly usability issues and the absence of a concise formal basis.
As it was not the intention to reinvent the wheel, a survey of existing tools, which promised
to be related to the endeavor at hand, was conducted with the idea to extend and build upon
one of the existing frameworks. The evaluation of the tools brought forth an interesting result. Although never developed as such nor offering a corresponding formal basis, the surveyed
Operation Recorder employs concepts and techniques usually encountered in dedicated graph
transformation-based environments. Foreclosing its evaluation prematurely, the by-demonstration environment provided by the Operation Recorder proved to offer an intuitive and stable
tooling support in regard to the construction of model transformations. This led to the decision
to compare the concepts of the Operation Recorder to those provided by the algebraic graph
transformation theory.
At this point, the focus of the thesis shifted away from the previously chosen implementationfocused approach towards a theoretic examination and analysis of the algebraic graph transformation theory. This analysis was motivated by the objective to align the Operation Recorder
conceptually to the theory of graph transformation. As suggested by [11], the conceptual alignment results in the establishment of a formal foundation for the Operation Recorder, which
allows to verify and reason about the performed transformation.

1.4

Contribution

The thesis contributes a survey of graph rewriting and model transformation tools, which analyzes the usability and the accessibility of each tool by means of a standardized, exemplary
transformation task and evaluates the results.
Based on the insights gained during the survey and for the purpose of the pursued tool
formalization, the thesis provides a systematic, consistent, and consolidated discourse on the
theory of graph transformation based on the double pushout approach. This treatise results in
the gradual development and establishment of a framework capable to specify transformations
for attributed graphs with inheritance, composition, and multiplicities.
Within this framework, the third and final contribution, namely the formalization of the
Operation Recorder, is embedded. Based on the notion of the proposed result equivalence, it
is shown that the concepts of the Operation Recorder and the previously presented theory of
algebraic graph transformations align almost seamlessly.

1.5

Structure of the Thesis

The thesis starts with an introduction to algebraic graph transformation theory in Chapter 2.
It departs with a general treatment on graph transformation theory and a discussion detailing

5

the theoretical foundations of the construction of a so-called pushout. This introductory part is
followed by an extensive presentation of the double pushout approach.
Chapter 3 hosts the survey of the selected graph and model transformation tools. Hereby,
each tool is first analyzed according to its distinguished set of features, followed by a description
of the modeling process, i.e., the steps required to define a transformation. Based thereon, the
implementation of the exemplary transformation is demonstrated and evaluated.
The conceptual alignment of the Operation Recorder and the theory of double pushoutbased graph transformations is presented in Chapter 4. First, the chapter examines prerequisite
concepts to handle graphs with attributes, multiplicities, inheritance, and composition, which
extend and build upon the previously presented theory in Chapter 2. Further, a technique to
reverse engineer a graph rewriting rule is introduced, which is able to extract a rule based on
the initial graph, i.e., the graph the rule is being applied to, and the graph resulting from the
application of the rule. The conceptual alignment of basic and advanced features offered by the
Operation Recorder is discussed subsequently.
Finally, the thesis concludes with an investigation of open issues and future work in Chapter 5.
Remark 1.5.1 As a cautious note to the attentive reader, it shall be mentioned that, contrary to
common practice in computer science, the figures in this thesis are annotated with explanatory
and thus longer captions. The decision to employ long captions was deliberate, and founded by
the intention to save the reader from exhaustive searches of the main text to find the relevant
passage explaining the depicted concept.
Further and again concerning the typographical usage of figures, pictorial explanations of
theoretical concepts, referred to as diagrams, were directly integrated into the text to provide
a smooth reading experience where all necessary information is presented compactly. Thus,
diagrams do not have captions at all.

6

CHAPTER

Graph Transformation in a Formal
Nutshell 1
Graph transformation offers a set of formal, mathematically founded techniques to manipulate
graphs in a declarative and rule-based fashion. Following the notions of term rewriting, a graph
rewriting rule consists of a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS), which are both
defined in terms of graphs. A rule is said to be applicable to a host graph if the rule’s LHS graph
constitutes a subgraph of the host graph. Therefore, the LHS graph may be viewed as defining
the precondition of the rule, while the RHS graph depicts its postcondition. The modifications
performed by a rule are implicitly derived from the differences between the LHS’s and the RHS’s
graph. Consequently, the nodes and edges which are present in both the LHS’s and the RHS’s
graph are preserved by the rule, i.e., undergo no modifications. Intuitively, the steps involved in
the application of a rule to some host graph can now be outlined as follows [37]:
• Find an occurrence of the LHS’s graph in the input graph.
• Remove all nodes and edges of the LHS’s graph which are not part of the RHS’s graph
from the host graph.
• Add all nodes and edges of the RHS’s graph which are not present in the LHS’s to the host
graph.
The following section of this chapter are dedicated to the questions of how such a match
of the LHS to the host graph is constructed, and how the nodes and edges are consistently
removed from and added to the input graph to derive the desired output graph. The focus will
hereby lie on the algebraic approaches. The basic concepts of graph transformations are first
1

The title of this chapter was chosen in analogy to Reiko Heckel’s “Graph Transformation in a Nutshell” [37],
which provides a practical, top-level approach in contrast to the formal introduction to graph transformation theory
pursued in this chapter.
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2

introduced for simple graphs and are gradually extended to typed graphs. Finally, the double
pushout (DPO) approach is presented on the basis of the above mentioned basic concepts. Note
that the references to category theory, which forms the mathematical basis of algebraic graph
transformations, are omitted for the sake of simplicity and in order to focus on the essentials of
graph transformations. The interested reader is referred to [3, 4, 43] for an introduction to the
field of category theory and to [22, 24] for a formal treatise of graph transformations on the basis
of category theory.

2.1

Overview

Starting with the definition of graphs on which the subsequently introduced rewriting rules operate gives a general idea of the applicable domain of graph transformations.
Definition 2.1.1 (graph). A graph G = (V, E, s, t) consists of a set of nodes V and a set
of edges E connecting these nodes. The source function s : E → V and the target function
t : E → V assigns an edge’s source and target to nodes of V .

Remark 2.1.2 Instead of defining the edges as a set E ⊆ V × V , the source and target functions
make it possible to construct and distinguish multiple, parallel edges between the same nodes
[24], e.g., s(e1 ) = s(e2 ) = v1 and t(e1 ) = t(e2 ) = v2 with vi ∈ V and ei ∈ E of graph G for
i = {1, 2}.
Further, note that a short notation G = (V, E) omitting the source and target function will be
used whenever s and t are evident from the context, e.g., a referenced figure depicts the source
and target of a graph’s edges.
In order to distinguish the sets of nodes and edges belonging to graphs G and H, a subscript
notation is employed to prevent possible ambiguities, e.g., VG and VH differentiates between
node sets of graph G and H.
A rule or production p : L → R is defined as a pair of graphs, i.e., (L, R), with a left-hand
side L and a right-hand side R [24]. A mapping between a node vL ∈ VL and node vR ∈ VR
states that the node is preserved, i.e., unaffected, by the application of the rule. Thus, a mapping
defines a partial correspondence between nodes of L and R [19]. Contrary, nodes v − ∈ L\R
are removed and nodes v + ∈ R\L are added during the application of the rule.
For the purpose of applying a production p : L → R to an host graph G, an occurrence of L
in G needs to be found, as mentioned above. Such an occurrence is called a match m : L → G
and defined as total graph homomorphism, i.e., a morphism or mapping between nodes and
edges of L and G such that the node to edge assignments of the source and target function are
preserved.
Definition 2.1.3 (graph morphism). A graph morphism f : G → G0 , where f = (fV , fE ),
between two graphs G and G0 is defined by two functions fV : VG → VG0 and fE : EG → EG0
establishing a mapping between the nodes and edges of G and G0 such that the source and target
function are preserved for all edges, i.e., fV ◦ sG = sG0 ◦ fE and fV ◦ tG = tG0 ◦ fE [24].
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Thus, the assignments established by the source function s and the target function t are said
to be preserved. The homomorphism is total iff, given two nodes v1 , v2 ∈ G connected by
an edge e ∈ G, where sG (e) = v1 and tG (e) = v2 , with homomorphisms fV = {(v1 →
v10 ), (v2 → v20 )} and fE = {(e → e0 )} between G and G0 , it holds that the source and target
function of e0 map v10 and v20 to the source and target of edge e0 , respectively, i.e., sG0 (e0 ) = v10
and tG0 (e0 ) = v20 , as shown in the following figure:
G:

v1 o

f:

fV

G0 :



v10 o

sG

e

tG

fV

fE

sG0



e0

/ v2

tG0


/ v0

2


A graph transformation and its directly derived graph obtained from the application of the
graph transformation can now be defined more formally as follows:
Definition 2.1.4 (graph transformation, directly derived graph). Given a graph G, called
the host graph, and a production p : L → R, the replacement of the occurrence of L in G, which
is defined by a graph morphism m : L → G, with R results in the directly derived graph H.
The graph morphism m is called the match. A direct graph transformation from a graph G to a
p,m
directly derived graph H with production p and match m is denoted by G =⇒ H. A sequence
G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gn of direct graph transformations is referred to as graph transformation,
∗
denoted by G0 ⇒ Gn .

Note that two kinds of non-determinism are due to the process of obtaining a match in a
graph G. First, a graph morphism may match more than one subgraph L ⊆ G, and second,
a graph morphism may be matched multiple times. By establishing either a rule ordering by
means of priorities or hierarchical rule layers, or by employing explicit control flow constructs,
this non-determinism can be prevented.
In order to validate the consistency and the well-formedness of a graph against a predefined
schema, which describes the valid, static structure of a graph, the concept of the so-called type
graph may be introduced. The static structure specified by a type graph is given by a set of nodes
and edges which are decorated with additional type information. Graphs which use typed nodes
and edges defined by a type graph are called typed graphs of the type graph. A typed graph
is said to conform to a type graph if its structure is valid and well-formed in regard to the type
graph. Based on the definition of graphs (see Def. 2.1.1), the notion of the type and the typed
graph is introduced accordingly:
Definition 2.1.5 (type graph, typed graph, type mapping). A type graph is a graph T G =
(VT G , ET G , sT G , tT G ) with vertex type alphabet VT G and edge type alphabet ET G . Given a
type mapping, i.e., a graph morphism t : G → T G for a graph G and type graph T G, the tuple
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(a) Type Graph T G
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Figure 2.1: Type Graph T G and typed graph GT . The type graph T G (depicted on the left side) has
vertex type alphabet VT G = {task , processing − unit} (abbreviated by T and P , respectively) and edge
type alphabet ET G = {queued , transmit, completed , ready, busy, defective}. The right side shows an
example of a typed graph GT which is defined by the tuple (G, t) where G = ({1, 2, 3}, {~1, ~2}). The
typed graph morphism t = (tV , tE ) : G → T G establishes the type mapping tV = {(1 → T ), (2 →
P ), (3 → P )} and tE = {(~1 → transmit), (~2 → defective)}.

(G, t) is called a typed graph, denoted by GT . A typed graph is also called an instance graph of
TG.

Given two morphisms f = (fV , fE ) : G1 → G2 and g = (gV , gE ) : G2 → G3 and the fact
that the composition of two morphisms g ◦ f = (gV ◦ fV , gE ◦ fE ) : G1 → G3 yields again a
morphism (see [24]), a morphism for typed graphs can be defined.
Definition 2.1.6 (typed graph morphism). A typed graph morphism f : GT1 → GT2 , where
GT1 = (G1 , t1 ) and GT2 = (G2 , t2 ) with ti : Gi → T G, i = {1, 2}, is a graph morphism
f : G1 → G2 such that t2 ◦ f = t1 , i.e., the composition of t2 and f preserves the type mapping
for G2 as established by t1 .
/ G2
f
G1 D
DD

z
zz
DD = zzt2
!
}z

t1 D

TG


Example 2.1.7 (type graph and typed graph). In the early days of computing scientist and
other specialized personnel would submit a request to process some task T on one of the available processing units P . Since the computational power of these early computers was rather
weak, tasks were queued upon submission. As soon as a slot on a processing unit P became
available, i.e., the processing unit changed its status from busy to ready, the next task was transmitted to the unit and its status changed to busy again. When the task is completed the status of
the processing unit was set to ready and the execution of the next task could be started. If a processing unit was out of order, i.e., defective, it was unable to execute any tasks. Fig. 2.1a depicts
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the described behavior as a type graph with two type nodes T and P, and appropriate edge types
to indicate the status of a node. A corresponding typed graph G is shown in Fig. 2.1b.

Finally, a mechanism to control the removal and addition of nodes and edges is required.
This mechanism is provided by a so-called pushout, which consolidates two graphs along a
common subgraph.
Definition 2.1.8 (pushout, pushout complement). Given two morphisms f : A → B and
g : A → C, a pushout hD, g 0 : B → D, f 0 : C → Di over hf, gi consists of a pushout object D
where g 0 ◦ f = f 0 ◦ g and the universal property holds for all graphs D0 , i.e., given any graph
D0 and morphisms f 00 : C → D0 and g 00 : B → D0 with g 00 ◦ f = f 00 ◦ g there exists a unique
morphism h : D → D0 such that h ◦ f 0 = f 00 and h ◦ g 0 = g 00 [19, 24].
A

f

/B

g

=

g0



C

f0


/D
=
f 00

=
h

g 00


/ D0

The pushout complement is defined as the triple hC, g : A → C, f 0 : C → Di, where C is
called the pushout complement object of hf : A → B, g 0 : B → Di, such that hD, g 0 , f 0 i is a
pushout over hf, gi.

Thus, the pushout object D over hf, gi is the set D = (B t C)|∼ , i.e., the quotient set of
(B t C) by the equivalence relation “∼”, where (B t C) denotes the disjoint union of B and C
(see Definition 2.1.9) [19], and the equivalence relation “∼” is defined as the preimage relation
of B and C over A: Two elements of B and C, respectively, are said to be preimage related by
A iff they have a common preimage in A, i.e.,
f (a) ∼ g(a), ∀a ∈ A.
All preimage related elements, e.g., f (a1 ) ∼ · · · ∼ g(ai ) ∼ f (ai+1 ) ∼ · · · ∼ g(an ), form
the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of the preimage relation, denoted by ≡, e.g.,
f (a1 ) ≡ g(an ). Each such closure constitutes an equivalence class, i.e., [x] = {y ∈ B t C |
x ≡ y}. Thus, the closure of the preimage relation over A assigns each element of B and C to
an appropriate equivalence class. Hereby, two elements of B and C, which are preimage related
by A, are assigned to the same equivalence class, while elements which are not preimage related
to any other element define their own, single-membered equivalence class. Finally, the set D is
assembled from all equivalence classes found in (B t C), i.e., D = {[x] | x ∈ B t C} [24].
Definition 2.1.9 (disjoint union). The disjoint union of sets Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n is defined as
G
Xi = {(i, x) | x ∈ Xi }.
1≤i≤n
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Therefore, the disjoint union is the union of the sets X1 , . . . , Xn which preserves the membership
of its respective elements as indicated by the index i. For example, the disjoint union of the sets
X1 = {a, b, c} and X2 = {a, c, d} is given by
X1 t X2 = {(1, a), (1, b), (1, c), (2, a), (2, c), (2, d)}.

Essentially, the pushout object D is constructed as the set D = (B ∩ C) + (B\C) + (C\B),
where (B ∩ C) consists of all elements of B and C which are preimage related by A, (B\C)
consists of all elements contained in B with no corresponding preimage related element in C,
and (C\B) consists of all elements contained in C with no corresponding preimage related
element in B. Further, the infixed ‘+’ relation denotes the gluing operation which merges, i.e.,
glues together, two sets in regard to their elements’ preimage relation defined for the underlying
graphs in such a way that the source and target functions of the graphs’ edges are preserved.
For example, given two nodes xB ∈ B and xC ∈ C, which are preimage related and, thus,
represented as [x] ∈ (B ∩ C), and an edge eB ∈ B with s(eB ) = xB , which is not preimage
related to any other element and, thus, represented as [~eB ] ∈ (B\C), the gluing of (B ∩ C) and
(B\C) ensures that s([~eB ]) = [x].
Example 2.1.10 (pushout construction). Reusing the type graph presented in Example 2.1.7
the construction of a pushout object D is shown in Fig. 2.2. Given the typed graphs A =
({a, b, c, d}, {~a, ~b}), B = ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {~1, ~2, ~3}) and C = ({5, 6, 7, 8}, {~4, ~5, ~6}) with morphism f : A → B, where f (a) = f (c) = 3, f (b) = f (d) = 4, and f (~a) = f (~b) = ~2, and
g : A → C, where g(a) = g(c) = 5, g(b) = 6, g(d) = 7, g(~a) = ~4, and g(~b) = ~5, the pushout
object D = (B ∩ C) + (B\C) + (C\B) is constructed in three steps (cf. [24]):
• Determine all elements of B and C which are preimage related by A, and collect all
corresponding equivalence classes, i.e., [ai ] = {∀ai ∈ A | f (ai ) ≡ g(ai )}, resulting in the
set (B ∩ C). Thus, (B ∩ C) = {[a], [b], [~a]} is obtained by forming the equivalence classes
[a] = {3, 5}, i.e., f (a) ∼ g(a) = 3 ∼ 5, [b] = {4, 6, 7}, i.e., f (b) ∼ f (d) ∼ g(b) ∼ g(d),
and [~a] = {~2, ~4, ~5}, i.e., f (~a) ∼ f (~b) ∼ g(~a) ∼ f (~b).
• In order to determine sets (B\C) and (C\B), find all elements contained only in B and
those contained only in C, respectively, and create an equivalence class for each element,
i.e., (B\C) = {[1], [2], [~1], [~3]} and (C\B) = {[8], [~6]}.
• Finally, the pushout object is given by
D = (B ∩ C) + (B\C) + (C\B)
= {[a], [b], [~a], [1], [2], [~1], [~3], [8], [~6]}.
Note that edge [~3] ∈ (B\C) is glued to its respective source and target node [b] ∈ (B∩C),
where [b] = {4, 6, 7} contains the source and target of edge ~3, i.e., s(~3) = t(~3) = 4.
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Figure 2.2: Construction of a pushout hD, g 0 , f 0 i over hf, gi. The pushout object D = (B∩C)+(B\C)+
(C\B) is constructed from the set of equivalence classes given by (B ∩ D) = {[a], [b], [~a]}, where
[a] = {3, 5}, [b] = {4, 6, 7}, and [~a] = {~2, ~4, ~5}, (B\C) = {[1], [2], [~1], [~3]}, and (C\B) = {[8], [~6]}.

Alternatively, D is constructed as the quotient set of (B t C) modulo the preimage relation over
A, i.e., D = (B t C)|∼ , where
• (B t C) is the disjoint union of B and C given by
(B t C) = {(B, 1), (B, 2), (B, 3), (B, 4), (B, ~1), (B, ~2), (B, ~3),
(C, 5), (C, 6), (C, 7), (C, 8), (C, ~4), (C, ~5), (C, ~6)}
and
• the preimage relation over A partitions (B t C) into classes
[a] = {(B, 3), (C, 5)}
[b] = {(B, 4), (C, 6), (C, 7)}
[~a] = {(B, ~2), (C, ~4), (C, ~5)}.
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Each of the remaining elements of (B t C) defines its own, single-membered equivalence
class, i.e.,
[1] = {(B, 1)}

[2] = {(B, 2)}
[8] = {(C, 8)}

[~1] = {(B, ~1)}
[~6] = {(C, ~6)}

[~3] = {(B, 3)}

Thus, the resulting pushout object D = (B t C)|∼ consists of the equivalence classes
D = (B t C)|∼
= {[a], [b], [~a], [1], [2], [~1], [~3], [8], [~6]}.


2.2

The Double Pushout Approach

The double pushout (DPO) approach obtained its name from the fact that the production p :
l
r
L←
−K→
− R is defined as a pair of morphisms l and r with a common interface graph K where
p is applied by means of two pushout constructions.
l

r

Definition 2.2.1 (production). A (typed) production p : L ←
−K→
− R consists of two injective
(typed) morphism l : K → L and r : K → R, the (typed) left-hand side L, the (typed) interface
graph K and the (typed) right-hand side R.

Remark 2.2.2 Hereby, the interface graph K consists of the common subgraph of L and R,
i.e., the elements which are preserved by the production. Consequently, the set L\K and the set
R\K enumerate all elements which are either removed or added by the production, respectively.
Since it is trivial to show that the previous definition can be extended to typed graphs, the
reference to typed graphs, typed morphisms, and typed productions will be omitted from all
further definitions to improve the readability.
The definition of graph transformations given in Definition 2.1.4 can now be adopted for the
DPO approach.
Definition 2.2.3 (double pushout transformation). Given a graph G, called the host graph,
l
r
a production p : L ←
− K →
− R, and a graph morphism m : L → G, called the match, a
p,m
graph transformation G ⇒ H, i.e., a direct derivation of H from G, is a construction of two
pushouts: (1) hG, m : L → G, f : D → Gi over hl : K → L, k : K → Di, and (2)
hH, n : R → H, g : D → Hi over hr : K → R, k : K → Di, where D is the so-called context
f

g

graph of the co-production p∗ : G ←
−D→
− H, as shown in the following figure [24]:
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Remark 2.2.4 Note that the context graph D is both the pushout complement object hD, k, f i
of hl, mi and the pushout complement object hD, k, gi of hr, ni.
A graph, which is selected to be transformed by a production, whether applicable or not (see
below), is commonly referred to as host graph. Throughout this text, G always denotes such a
host graph.
l

r

The applicability of a production p : L ←
− K →
− R to a (host) graph G via match m
is determined by the existence of the context graph D and a corresponding pushout hG, m, f i
over hl, ki [24]. A context graph D exists and is unique up to isomorphism, i.e., all pushout
complements hD, k, f i and hD0 , k 0 , f 0 i of hl, mi are pairwise unifiable by an isomorphism σ :
D → D0 , iff the gluing condition is satisfied.
l

r

Definition 2.2.5 (gluing condition). Given a production p : L ←
− K →
− R and a match
m : L → G, the gluing condition states that the union of the identification points IP and the
dangling points DP must be a subset of the gluing points GP, i.e., the gluing condition is satisfied
iff IP ∪ DP ⊆ GP where
• the identification points IP consist of all nodes and edges of L surjectively matched to G,
i.e., all nodes v, w ∈ VL and edges e, f ∈ EL of L which are mapped to the same image
in G by m: IP = {v, w ∈ VL | v 6= w, m(v) = m(w)} ∪ {e, f ∈ EL | e 6= f, m(e) =
m(f )},
• the dangling points DP consists of all nodes of L whose deletion would result in edges
having no source or target in G, i.e., all nodes v ∈ VL of L with an image m(v) in G
which are the source or target of an edge e ∈ G without a preimage in L: DP = {v ∈
VL | ∃e ∈ EG . sG (e) = m(v) ∨ tG (e) = m(v)}, and
• the gluing points GP contain all elements preserved by p, i.e., all nodes v ∈ VK and edges
e ∈ EK of K with an image in L: lV (v ∈ VK ) ∪ lE (e ∈ EK ) = l(K) [24].

Example 2.2.6 (identification condition). The identification condition is violated if an element
of L which is identified by the match m : L → G is no gluing point. The consequences of the
violation of the identification condition are depicted in Fig. 2.3: Given the production p : L ←
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Figure 2.3: Violation of the identification condition. Given the production p : L ← K → R and the
match m : L → G, there exists no context graph D, since node cl identified by m, i.e., m(al ) = m(cl ) =
1, is not contained in the set of gluing points GP = {al , bl ,~al }. Thus, the production p may not be
applied to G.

K → R, which deletes node c and edge ~b resulting in the set of gluing points GP = {al , bl ,~al },
and a match m : L → G, which identifies nodes al and cl , i.e., m(al ) = m(cl ) = 1 and,
therefore, the set of identification points is given by IP = {al , cl }, the gluing condition is
evidently violated due to IP 6⊆ GP . It can be shown that no valid context graph D exists such
that hG, m, f i is a pushout over hl, ki by reverse engineering the origination of the equivalence
classes contained in the pushout object G. Recall from Definition 2.1.8 and Example 2.1.10
on the construction of a pushout that the pushout complement object, i.e., the context graph
D, consists of exactly those elements which are (1) images of graph K and (2) preimages of
elements in G that have no preimage in L, and that the pushout object, i.e., graph G, consists of
all equivalence classes given by G = (L∩D)+(L\D)+(D\L), i.e., G = {[1], [2], [3], [~1], [~2]}.
Note that (L ∩ D) = {[1], [2], [~1]} and the equivalence class [1] is defined as the closure of
l(a) ≡ k(a). Hence, graph D contains a node k(a) which is mapped to node 1 in G. In this
example, however, node cl is mapped to node 1 by match m, and thus, to the equivalence class
[1], which it evidently does not belong to as their exists no preimage of node cl in graph K.
Consequently, graph D must not contain a node which is a mapped to node 1. A contradiction,
and hence, no valid context graph D exists.
The absence of such a pushout complement object D of hl, mi for the pushout hG, m, f i
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Figure 2.4: Violation of the dangling condition. Due to the deletion of dl by the production p : L ←
K → R and the absence of preimages in L for edges ~2 and ~3, the dangling condition is violated by match
m : L → G leading to the inapplicability of p to graph G.

over hl, ki renders the production p inapplicable to G.
Note, however, that the dangling condition is not violated by the deletion of cl as edge ~2 has
a preimage in L, i.e., m(~bl ) = ~2.

Example 2.2.7 (dangling condition). Given the production p : L ← K → R and a match
m : L → G, the deletion of nodes from L, which are either source or target of edges in G with
no corresponding preimage in L, violates the dangling condition as shown in Fig. 2.4. Hereby,
the match m maps nodes bl and dl to nodes 2 and 3 in G, which are source and target of edges
~1, ~2, ~3 in G. Thus, the deletion of dl would leave edges ~2 and ~3 in a dangling state. Likewise,
edge ~1 would be target-less if node bl were deleted from L by p.
Similarly to the previous example, the reverse engineering of the pushout object G can be
conducted to show that there exists no valid context graph D: Graph D contains a node k(b),
which is a preimage of node 2 due to l(b) ≡ k(b). Further, it contains a preimage of node 1
as well as preimages of edges ~2 and ~3, i.e., D contains a node f −1 (1) as well as edges f −1 (~2)
and f −1 (~3), respectively, where f −1 : D → G is called the inverse morphism of f : G → D.
However, D must not contain a preimage of node 3, because it is an image of dl in G, i.e.,
m(dl ) = 3, which has no preimage in K. Hence, edges f −1 (~2) and f −1 (~3) are source- and
target-less in D, and, as no other node acting as the source and/or target of edges f −1 (~2) and
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f −1 (~3) can be added to D in such a manner that G is still a pushout object over hl, ki, graph D
is left in an invalid state with two dangling edges.
Consequently, the production p is not applicable to graph G.

The intuitive description given in the introductory part on the steps involved in the application of a production to some host graph, i.e., the construction of a direct derivation of a graph H
from a graph G via a production p and a match m, can now be formally formulated as follows
for the double pushout approach.
Definition 2.2.8 (direct derivation of a graph transformation). Given a production p : L ←
K → R applicable to graph G and a match m : L → G satisfying the gluing condition (see
Definition 2.2.5), a direct derivation of a graph H via p and m is obtained by
1. the removal of all those elements of L from G having no preimage in K which yields the
pushout complement object D of hl, mi, i.e., the context graph D = G − (L\l(K)), and
2. the construction of a pushout hH, n, gi over hr, ki with the pushout object given by H =
(R ∩ D) + (R\D) + (D\R) (cf. Definition 2.1.8) which is equivalent to adding those
elements of R to D having no preimage in K, i.e.,
H = (R ∩ D) + (R\D) + (D\R)

(2.1)

= k(K) + R\r(K) + D\k(K)

(2.2)

= D + R\r(K)

(2.3)

where (2.2) follows from (2.1) due to
R ∩ D ≡ r(K) and D ∩ R ≡ k(K), respectively,
and thus,
R\D ≡ R\r(K) and D\R ≡ D\k(K).

Continuing the series of examples based on the type graph introduced in Example 2.1.7, a
direct derivation of a graph transformation describing the transmission of a task T to process-unit
P is developed in the following example.
Example 2.2.9 (direct derivation of a graph transformation). The Transmit Task production
selects a task T and a process-unit P which is ready to receive the next task. Subsequently, the
ready indication at P is removed and T is transmitted to P .
The application of the Transmit Task production is shown in Fig. 2.5. According to Definition 2.2.8 the graph transformation is performed by
1. removing edge ~3f from G as its preimage ~bl in L has no preimage in K, and
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Figure 2.5: Direct Derivation of a Graph Transformation. The production Transmit Task describes the
transmission of a task to a process-unit which is ready to process a new task. The direct derivation of
graph G is constructed by removing the ready edge from the process-unit and establishing a transmit
edge between the task and the process-unit node.

2. adding edge ~2g between nodes 1g and 3g , since the preimage of ~2g , i.e., edge ~ar in R, has
no preimage in K, and nodes 1g and 3g constitute the equivalence classes of the preimage
related nodes k(a) ∼ r(a) and k(b) ∼ r(b), i.e., [1g ] = {1, ar } and [3g ] = {3, br },
respectively.


2.2.1

Graph Constraints

The introduction of type graphs (see Definition 2.1.5) made it possible to define the valid and
well-formed structure of graphs typed over a type graph. For example, a type graph allowed to
enforce the condition that two nodes of type t1 and t2 may only be connected by edges of type te .
However, more sophisticated structural properties are hard or even impossible to formulate by
means of type graphs. For example, the condition that every node of type t1 must be connected to
at least one node of type t2 by an edge of type te is inexpressible with a type graph. Thus, graph
constraints have been proposed ([38, 22, 23, 24]) for the purpose of expressing more advanced
structural properties of graphs. Conceptually, a graph constraint states that some graph G must
(or must not) contain a graph C, i.e., the conclusion, given the presence of a graph P , i.e., the
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premise [24]. Hereby, the existence, i.e., inclusion, of graph C in G given P is expressed by a
a
positive constraint P C(P −
→ C), while the non-existence, i.e., the exclusion, of C in G given P
a
is expressed by a negative constraint N C(P −
→ C).
Definition 2.2.10 (atomic graph constraint). A positive (negative) graph constraint is denoted
by PC(a) (NC(a)) where a : P → C is an injective2 morphism. The application of an atomic
graph constraint PC(a) (NC(a)) to some graph G is said to succeed iff there exists (does not
exist) an injective morphism q : C → G for every injective morphism p : P → G such that
q ◦ a = p, otherwise it is said to fail [24].
a
/C
==

== = 
p ===
 q
 

P=

G

PC(a)

a
/C
==

== = |
p ===
 q
 

P=

G

NC(a)


Atomic graph constraints are the building blocks of more complex graph constraints, which
are defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.11 (graph constraint). A graph constraint is a Boolean formula evaluating to
true iff it is successfully applied to a graph. Valid and well-formed graph constraints are
1. true,
2. atomic graph constraints of the form PC(a) (NC(a)), or
3. (¬c1 ), (c1 ∧ c2 ), and (c1 ∨ c2 ), where c1 and c2 are graph constraints.
A graph G is said to satisfy a graph constraint c, denoted by G |= c, iff
1. c = true,
2. c = PC(a) (c = NC(a)) and the application of PC(a) (NC(a)) succeeds,
3. c = ¬c0 and G 6|= c0 ,
V
4. c = ci and G satisfies all graph constraints ci , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, or
W
5. c = ci and G satisfies some graph constraints ci , 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Further, if G |= c ⇔ G |= c0 for all graphs G, it follows that graph constraints c and c0 are
equivalent, denoted by c ≡ c0 [24].

2

Note that a non-injective morphism does not provide more expressive power; for, there exists an equivalent
injective morphism for every non-injective morphism a : P → C [24].
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a

a

Note that NC(P −
→ C) ≡ ¬PC(∅ −
→ C) where ∅ denotes the empty graph, i.e., the initial
object in a category theoretical context [4]. For each graph Xi , including the empty graph, there
exists a unique morphism xi : ∅ → Xi , where 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, the constraint expressed by
a
PC(∅ −
→ C), which is abbreviated to PC(C), requires that there exists a subgraph C in G.
a

For example, PC(∅ −
→
a

¬PC(∅ −
→
a

NC( −
→

) requires that there exists a node with a loop in G. Contrary,

) states that there must not exist a node with a loop in G, which is equivalent to
).

Example 2.2.12 (graph constraint). The type graph in Example 2.1.7 defines three different
states for process-units, namely ready, busy, and defective. These states are represented by
correspondent edge types. Since these states are mutually exclusive, a process-unit may be in
exactly one state at a time. However, it is not possible to express this constraint with a type graph.
Thus, additional negative graph constraints need to be specified to prohibit (1) the combination
of the ready with the busy state and vice versa, (2) the combination of the ready with the defective
state and vice versa, and finally (3) the combination of the busy with the defective state and vice
versa:
ready

(1)

N C(

P

ready

a

P

busy
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∧

N C(

P

busy

a

busy
ready

(2)

N C(
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)

∧

N C(

P

defective
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defective
busy
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N C(

P

P

defective
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P

)

ready

busy

a

)

ready

ready

a

P

∧

N C(

P

defective

a

P

)

busy

The conjunction of the negative graph constraints (1)–(3) achieves the desired restriction.
Further, a similar, but disjunctive set of positive graph constraints can be constructed to
require that each process-unit must be in either of the above mentioned states.


2.2.2

Application Conditions

Similarly to graph constraints imposing additional structural requirements on graphs, application
conditions have been devised in [22, 23, 24, 35] to restrict the applicability of a production.
Again, there are two types of application conditions, namely positive and negative application
conditions, which, in their simplest form, require the existence or non-existence of a graph X in
G if there exists a match m at which the production p can be applied to graph G.
Definition 2.2.13 (simple application condition). A simple positive (negative) application condition over a graph L is denoted by PAC(x) (NAC(x)) where x : L → X is an injective morphism. The application of a simple application condition PAC(x) (NAC(x)) over a graph L at
a match m : L → G is said to succeed iff there exists (does not exist) a morphism p : X → G
such that p ◦ x = m, otherwise it is said to fail [24].
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Example 2.2.14 (simple application condition). Refining the production Transmit Task from
Example 2.2.9, the production is (1) restricted to transmit a task only to process-units which
are not defective, and it must (2) ensure that no task is transmitted to two process-units simultaneously. These additional requirements on the Transmit Task production may be realized by
combining two simple negative application condition into a single complex application condition
of the form NAC(x1 ) ∧ NAC(x2 ) (see Definition 2.2.15), where
transmit

defective

x1 :

P

P

and

x2 :

T

P

T

P

P

ready

x

P ) could be added to enforce the transmission of a task to those
Note that a P AC( P
process-units which are explicitly ready to receive a new task. However, this restriction is intuitively expressed as a precondition in the production’s left-hand side graph L (cf. Example 2.2.9).
Actually, the addition of NAC(x1 ) may be omitted as the graph constraints introduced in
Example 2.2.12 were specifically developed to prevent a defective process-unit from being ready
to process a task.
Fig. 2.6 shows how NAC(x2 ) prevents the application of the Transmit Task production to the
host graph G from Example 2.2.9.


More generally, an application condition could require the inclusion (exclusion) of graphs
Ci in G if there exists a graph X with an injective morphism p : X → G and a match m, at
which the production can be applied to graph G. Or in other words, given the presence of the
premise P in G, the existence (non-existence) of graphs Ci in G is required.
Definition 2.2.15 (atomic application condition). An atomic positive (negative) application
condition over a graph L is denoted by PAC(x, ∨i∈I xi ) (NAC(x, ∧i∈I xi )) where x : L → X
and xi : X → Ci with some index set I are injective3 morphisms. The application of an atomic
application condition PAC(x, ∨i∈I xi ) (NAC(x, ∧i∈I xi )) over a graph L at a match m : L → G
is said to succeed iff there exist (do not exist) injective morphisms qi : Ci → G, where i ∈ I,
such that qi ◦ xi = p for all injective morphisms p : X → G with p ◦ x = m, otherwise it is said
to fail.
3

Note that a non-injective morphism does not provide more expressive power; for, there exists an equivalent
injective morphism for every non-injective morphism xi : X → Ci [24].
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Figure 2.6: An unsatisfied Negative Application Condition. The simple NAC(L −
→ X) refines the
Transmit Task production introduced in Example 2.2.9 and ensures that no task is transmitted to two
different process-units simultaneously. More formally it states that given a task a which can be transmitted
to some process-unit b must not have been transmitted to some other process-unit c previously. Since there
exists a morphism p such that p ◦ x = m, i.e., p (x(al )) = m(al ) = 1f and p (x(bl )) = m(bl ) = 3f , the
x
the Transmit Task production violates NAC(L −
→ X) at match m : L → G; thus, it is not applied.
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Again, more complex conditions may be constructed from atomic application conditions.
Definition 2.2.16 (application condition). An application condition over a graph L is a Boolean formula evaluating to true iff it is successfully applied to a graph G at a match m : L → G.
Valid and well-formed application conditions are
1. true,
2. simple application conditions of the form PAC(x) (NAC(x)),
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3. atomic application conditions of the form PAC(x, ∨i∈I xi ) (NAC(x, ∧i∈I xi )), or
4. (¬ac1 ), (ac1 ∧ ac2 ), and (ac1 ∨ ac2 ), where ac1 and ac2 are application conditions.
A morphism m is said to satisfy an application condition ac, denoted by m |= ac, iff
1. ac = true,
2. ac = PAC(x) (ac = NAC(x)) and the application of PAC(x) (ac = NAC(x)) succeeds,
3. ac = PAC(x, ∨i∈I xi ) (ac = NAC(x, ∧i∈I xi )) and the application of PAC(x, ∨i∈I xi )
(NAC(x, ∧i∈I xi )) succeeds,
4. ac = ¬ac0 and m 6|= ac0 ,
V
5. ac = i∈I aci and m satisfies all application conditions aci , where I is some index set,
or
W
6. ac = i∈I aci and m satisfies some graph constraints aci , where I is some index set.
Further, if m |= ac ⇔ m |= ac0 for all morphisms m, it follows that application conditions
ac and ac0 are equivalent, denoted by ac ≡ ac0 [24].


2.3

Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the graph transformation theory with a focus on the double
l
r
pushout approach. Double pushout productions p : L ←
−K→
− R consist of a left-hand side L,
an interface graph K, and a right-hand side R. A production p is applicable to a host graph G
at match m : L → G if there exists a context graph D. Given the applicability of a production
p at a match m : L → G, two pushouts are constructed. The construction of the two pushouts
results in a direct derivation of graph H. Hereby, all elements of L, which have no preimage in
K, are deleted from G and all elements of R, which have no preimage in K, are added.
Graphs and subsequently productions may be typed by a type graph. A type graph defines
the valid and well-formed structure of graphs. The structure of instance graphs, i.e., graphs
typed by a type graph, may be further restricted by graph constraints. Graph constraints are
either positive, i.e., demanding the existence of subgraph in an instance graph, or negative, i.e.,
demanding the non-existence of a subgraph in an instance graph.
The concept of graph constraints can be extended to productions resulting in conditions that
control the application of the production. These conditions are thus referred to as application
conditions. Negative application conditions define subgraph patterns that must not exist in host
graph G in order to apply production p at match m, while positive application conditions define
subgraph patterns that must exist in host graph G.
The following chapter investigates the practical relevance of the theory presented in this
chapter and surveys a selection of graph and model transformation tools.
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CHAPTER

A Survey of Graph Transformation
Tools
The wealth of graph transformation-based tools suggested an evaluation that investigates the
options of either (a) extending an existing tool suite to provide a by-example approach, or (b)
combining two or more tools to achieve the desired result of an integrated graph transformation
based tool supporting an by-example approach. In this regard, much effort has been devoted to
analyzing and highlighting each tool’s distinctive features. The survey’s selection of relevant
features is clearly biased towards aspects of visualization and the offered level of expressiveness
concerning the modeling of graph transformations. Further, the modes to execute and test a
graph transformation supported by the tool as well as the extensibility of the tool’s API were of
particular interest during the feature assessment.
Among the (distinctive) set of graph transformation tools listed by Czarnecki et al. [20], analyzed by Syriani et al. [59], and those which participated in the Transformation Tools Contest
2010 [44], three tools have been selected due to their visual modeling capabilities and/or their
ability to perform the transformations on models that are based on the Eclipse1 Modeling Framework’s (EMF2 ) implementation of the OMG’s3 Meta Object Facility (MOF) [48], called Ecore.
These tools are AGG, EMF Tiger and Fujaba. A fourth tool, the Operation Recorder, which
employs a by-example approach to transform Ecore based models, complements the selection.
An additional requirement during the tool selection process was the availability of the source
code to the public; otherwise, custom extensions or the combination of two or more tools would
have been infeasible.
While the feature assessment constitutes the first part of the evaluation, the second part
investigates the usability and accessibility of the selected tools. For this purpose, the Pull Up
Field refactoring [29] is used as a running example to showcase the modeling and transformation
facilities of each tool.
1

http://www.eclipse.org/
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
3
http://www.omg.org/
2
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3

Example 3.0.1 (pull up field refactoring). The Pull Up Field refactoring moves a field, which
two or more subclasses have in common, up in the inheritance hierarchy, usually to the direct
superclass. The following steps need to be realized to implement the refactoring:
1. Check Preconditions
a) The refactoring’s target is an attribute, subsequently denoted by aT
b) The container class cT of aT has a superclass cSuper
c) cT contains no attribute ai where ai .name = aT .name
d) No subclass of cSuper excluding cT contains an attribute ai where ai .name =
aT .name ∧ ai .type 6= aT .type
2. Perform Refactoring
a) Delete attribute association between cT and aT
b) Establish attribute association between cSuper and aT
c) Delete all attributes ai and corresponding attribute associations from subclasses of
cSuper where ai .name = aT .name

3.1

AGG

The Attributed Graph Grammar System is developed at the Technical University of Berlin4 . The
tool provides a visualization environment and a corresponding Java API to perform graph transformations. Graph transformations are defined by rules, which consist of a left hand side (LHS)
that is matched against a host graph, and a right hand side (RHS) that describes the performed
changes on the objects of the host graph contained in the LHS. Further, Positive (PAC) as well
as Negative Application Conditions (NAC) may be defined to specify preconditions, which must
be or must not be fulfilled, respectively, before the matching of the LHS is performed. NACs
and PACs can be constructed graphically or specified textually in the form of Java expressions.
For further information on the theoretical foundations on graph transformation and the singlepushout approach as used by AGG the interested reader may consult [27].

3.1.1

Features

Graph Attribution. AGG supports the attribution of nodes and edges with named attributes
and corresponding values, whose type may be one of those predefined by AGG or a custom Java
class. AGG imports Java’s value types like integer, boolean, etc. as well as Strings and
types from the java.lang package by default.
Type Graph. AGG offers the ability to define a type graph, which enables the user to define
the relations between the set of user-defined node and edge types. Type graphs act as meta
models for graphs and ensure the type safety as well as the well-formedness of subsequently
modelled instance graphs, so called host graphs.
4

http://user.cs.tu-berlin.de/~gragra/agg/index.html
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(a) LHS

(b) RHS

Figure 3.1: The Enclose Variable refactoring expressed as a graph rewriting rule. The rule matches a
publicly visible attribute in its LHS and hides it by setting the visibility to private. At the same time, two
methods are created to access and modify the now encapsulated variable. The names of these methods is
hereby dynamically built from the name of the encapsulated varibale.

Rule Definition. A rule consists of a LHS, a RHS, and optionally of NACs and PACs. The
LHS contains a subgraph consisting of nodes and edges as well as attributes defining the matching conditions. The RHS defines the changes to the subgraph matched by the LHS by introducing
new objects and removing or preserving others. preconditions are modelled via NACs and PACs
in an equal manner.
Attribute Values. AGG allows to specify dynamic values for attributes (=variables) in the
LHS, which are initialized to their values as soon as a match is found for the LHS in the host
graph. These variables can be used in the RHS as well and in addition, AGG allows complex
expressions in the RHS with variables defined in the LHS including method calls to Java classes
to generate new values (see Fig.3.1). Furthermore, input variables can be defined for a rule,
which are queried from the user before the rule matching is executed. This type of variables is
defined in the rule’s Attribute Context, which is accessible by double-clicking any graph object
contained in the canvas of the LHS, RHS, any NAC or PAC. These rule-global attributes give the
modeler the possibility to control the matching via appropriate input variables or simply offer
a way to provide attribute values, which cannot be derived from either the host graph or the
context of the graph rewriting rule itself. Though AGG supports the concatenation of variables
with String literals in the LHS and RHS, this is wondrously not supported in NACs or PACs.
The modeler must therefore define a rule-global variable that concatenates the String values to
work around this deficiency. Finally, constant values may be assigned to attributes: In the LHS
they are used to specify matching constraints, while they are used to initialize or alter attribute
values in the RHS.
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Transformations Execution. One of AGG’s strengths lies in the supplied Debug Mode that
allows the user to execute a rule on a given host graph exactly once. Moreover, it offers the
possibility to manually define precisely those objects in the host graph which shall be matched
to the rule’s LHS. Since this process may be quite tedious in times, AGG completes a partial
user-defined match automatically or searches the host graph for all possible matches for the
selected rule. Further, graph rewriting rules may be performed step-wise in the debug mode
to observe the applied changes in detail. Alternatively, the user may select the Interpretation
Mode, which applies each enabled rule to a given host graph as often as applicable in a nondeterministic fashion, i.e., if a rule is applicable more than once, AGG will execute the rule as
long as possible. The order, in which rules are applied, is either non-deterministic, sequential or
controlled through user-defined rule layers or priorities. Finally, the user may define a so-called
Rule Sequence, which specifies the execution order of the rules. Hereby, the user must first
define a subsequence that acts as a container for rules, which should be executed sequentially.
Within each such subgroup multiple rules may be grouped together. Each subgroup and each
rule within a subgroup may be executed a user-defined number of times with values ranging
from 1 to infinity (indicated by ‘∗’), i.e., as often as the rule is applicable.
Critical Pairs. AGG comes with a critical pair analyzer which aids in detecting possible conflicts and dependencies between rules. More precisely, the analyzer detects the set of objects,
i.e., nodes, and links, i.e., edges, that potentially cause conflicts or dependencies between rules
in a minimal graph G. For further information on AGG’s critical pair analysis please refer to
[36].

3.1.2

Modeling with AGG

The basic workflow of modeling graph rewriting rules, or as in this case refactorings, is as
follows:
1. Define node & edge types. Moving the cursor to the far right of AGG’s user interface
reveals the Node and Edge Type editor. Creating a new type is straight-forward: Enter
a name, select a shape and color or load a custom image representing the new type and
press Add. The attributes of the new type are specified in the corresponding editor, which
appears upon double-clicking the newly created type in either the node or edge type toolbox.
2. Create a type graph. The node and edge types created in the previous step may now be
set in relations by means of a type graph. Further, the user may define attributes (if she
has not done so in the previous step) by right-clicking the respective type and selecting
Attributes. . . from the context menu or double-clicking the graph object.
3. Create a host graph. Once the type graph has been created all subsequently modelled
graphs must adhere to the type graph’s structure, i.e., all the host graphs are typed over
the specified type graph. In order to create a new host graph, the nodes and edges are
placed on the canvas by simply dragging & dropping them from the toolbar. The object’s
attributes can be set to appropriate values by double-clicking them.
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Figure 3.2: The type graph depicting a simple class structure diagram. Hereby, a Class consists of
Attributes and Methods, whose signature is defined by their Parameters. A class may be connected to
other classes via assoc associations. Furhter, a class may inherit form another class, or implement an
interface. This type graph will be used throughout this chapter to model host graphs for the subsequently
performed refactorings

4. Rule definition. A rule is defined by modelling the corresponding LHS and RHS as well
as assigning values to attributes, either through (input) variables or constant values. The
process of specifying the RHS can be shortened as AGG allows the modeler to copy the
elements from the LHS to the RHS. Similary to the definition of rules, AGG allows to
model simple positive and simple negative application conditions (see Definition 2.2.13).
5. Execute the Rule. The Interpretation and Debug Mode are available from the Transform
menu item. In order to run all enabled rules in the interpretation mode the user must first
define the execution order of the rules in the Options. . . dialog and then press Start in the
transformation menu. On the other hand, if the user would like to test a selected rule in
the debug mode, she needs to select Match to define a custom matching from the LHS to
the host graph or Next Completion to let AGG choose an appropriate match. By pressing
Step AGG performs the modification to the host graph as described in the rule.

3.1.3

Example Refactoring

As outlined in the previous section, first of all a type graph is constructed, which resembles
the meta-model of a simple class structure. It consists of a Class type that contains Attributes
and Methods. A class may have a single Superclass and may implement multiple Interfaces.
A method has a signature defined by its Parameters. Further, a class may be related to other
classes via Associations. The attributes of each type and the resulting type graph are depicted in
Fig. 3.2.
Next, a set of host graphs is modelled analogous to tests in test-driven development (TDD) to
get an idea of the necessary transformation steps and preconditions. Fig. 3.3 shows an ideal host
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Figure 3.3: A suitable host graph to perform the Pull-Up Field refactoring. All three subclasses of
Employee contain the field name of equal type and visibility. The Developer class has an additional
field project that may not be pulled up.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Examples of host graphs the Pull-Up Field refactoring is not applicable to. The Pull-Up
Field refactoring cannot be performed as the name field is already present in the superclass (3.4a) or not
all subclasses contain it (3.4b). (The respective objects violating the preconditions of the refactoring are
highlighted.)

graph on which the refactoring can be applied successfully; for, the field name of equal name,
type and visibility is contained in all three subclasses and no such field exists in the superclass.
Contrary to the first example, Fig. 3.4a and Fig. 3.4b display graphs the refactoring cannot
be performed on, because the field to be pulled-up is either already present in the superclass
or not all subclasses contain the desired attribute. With this information at hand, the necessary
transformations may be constructed.
In order to implement the Pull-Up Field refactoring, two rules will be created, which are
grouped by a rule sequence for sequential execution. The first rule’s LHS (see Fig. 3.5a) matches
a subgraph consisting of a superclass, one of its subclasses, and a field contained by this subclass,
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(a) LHS

(b) RHS

(c) NAC

(d) PAC

Figure 3.5: The Pull-Up Field refactoring modeled with AGG. The first rule of the Pull-Up Field transformation matches, in its LHS, a subgraph consisting of the desired field, which is specified by the user
via the field’s name (cf. input variable attr_name), the corresponding subclass and superclass. The
RHS moves the matched field to the superclass. The NAC and PAC enforce the required preconditions.
Note that leading numbers indicate mapped graph objects.

(a) LHS

(b) RHS

Figure 3.6: Removal of the pulled up attribute from the sibling classes. After the execution of the first
rule (Fig. 3.5) redunant fields in sibling subclasses of the same name as the previously pulled-up field
ought to be removed. The second rule achieves this task, where the field to be removed is specified by its
name via the input variable attr_name.

which is selected for the pull-up operation. Hereby, the variable attr_name is defined by the
user, i.e., it is an input variable of the rule. The RHS removes the edge between the subclass and
the matched field only to establish a new edge between the superclass and the field. Further, a
NAC (see Fig. 3.5c) ensures that the superclass does not contain the matched field, and a PAC
(Fig. 3.5d) guarantees that all subclasses of the superclass contain the matched field.
After the first rule’s execution the host graph is in an inconsistent state as there are still
subclasses that contain the matched field. To remedy this situation a second rule (see Fig. 3.6)
is modelled that removes the field from the subclasses of a superclass. Again, the attr_name
variable is set by the user prior to the rule’s execution to ensure the correct field is selected for
removal. It is clear that this second rule should be executed possibly multiple times. Thus, a Rule
Sequence is constructed that executes the first rule exactly once, and the second rule as often as
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Figure 3.7: The result of the Pull-Up Field refactoring. The resulting graph after the Pull-Up Field
refactoring has been applied: The attribute name was removed from the Salesman, Engineer and
Developer class and was pulled-up to the Employee superclass. The project attribute of the
Developer class was not affected by the refactoring.

applicable given the provided value for attr_name is found in the host graph. Eventually, the
refactoring is completed resulting in the graph shown in Fig. 3.7.

3.2

EMF Tiger

EMF Tiger (Transformation generation) is developed at the Technical University of Berlin5 and
is distributed as an Eclipse6 plugin. Since 2009, it is integrated into the Eclipse Henshin project7
[8]. EMF Tiger is based on AGG (see Section 3.1) and supports the definition of declarative
graph rewriting rules by means of a left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) as well
as multiple negative application conditions (NACs) in a similar fashion. In contrast to AGG,
positive application conditions are not yet supported by EMF Tiger. Further, EMF Tiger operates
on models based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework’s metamodel called Ecore. Hereby, Ecore
plays the role of a type graph and Ecore-based models are instance graphs typed by Ecore.
This effectively obviates the need to define a dedicated type graph as is necessary in AGG.
Due to the fact that Ecore is recursively typed by itself, it is possible to perform model (read
graph) transformations directly on the metamodel level of Ecore. This is especially useful for
endogenous transformations of Ecore models, e.g., refactorings, as shown in the later sections.
Though, exogenous transformations, i.e., source to target model transformations, as performed
with ATL [39] are possible as well, they require an additional mapping model between the source
and target metamodel to keep track of the created elements and their linkage within the target
model.
5

http://tfs.cs.tu-berlin.de/emftrans
http://www.eclipse.org/
7
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emft/henshin/
6
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Figure 3.8: The EMT metamodel. The core components of the EMT metamodel consist of a transformation element that may host several graph rewriting rules. Each rule is defined by a LHS, a RHS and
optional NACs. Furthermore, a rule may use several (input) variables that are used to initialize the values
of the graph object’s attribute.

Nomenclature. Throughout this section, the notion of a model is used synonymously to that
of graphs as defined in Chapter 2. In this sense, the treatment of models as the primary artifacts,
with endogenous as well as exogenous model transformations being the primary operations on
models, is emphasized. Thus, the term model transformation is introduced, which refers to
graph transformations in the sense of Definition 2.2.3. This change in naming shall reflect the
model-driven development perspective of EMF Tiger. Moreover, host graphs will be referred
to as input models. These changes to naming are only of ’superficial’ nature and the theory
presented in Chapter 2 still applies, since each Ecore-based model represents a graph and additional constructs defined in the Ecore metamodel, e.g., inheritance, are available as extension to
the presented theory.

3.2.1

Features

EMF Tiger aims to provide a graph-based transformation engine for Ecore-based models within
the Eclipse environment with an emphasis on endogenous transformations. EMF Tiger comes
with a graphical editor aiding with the specification of model transformations and the provided
API offers two different execution schemes to carry out the transformations, namely an interpreter and a compiler.
EMF Model Transformation. EMF Tiger defines its own EMF metamodel named EMT to
represent a graph transformation (see Figure 3.8): When a new Transformation is constructed,
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the Ecore-based input models are loaded and referenced via the transformation’s files attribute.
The elements of these models may then be used in the graph rewriting rules that the transformation object hosts.
Similarly to AGG, rules consist of a LHS, which describes the necessary pre-conditions to be
met at the time of the rule’s application, a RHS, which defines the postconditions of the rule, and
optionally the negative application conditions (NACs) that depict graph patterns that must not
exist prior to the rule’s execution. Each rule stores the set of mappings that exist between graph
objects of the LHS and RHS as well as between the LHS and the NACs. The semantics of AGG
apply here as well: Generally, mapped objects imply an identity relation, i.e., objects belonging
to the same mapping refer to same instance object in the input model once a match for the LHS
is found. Further, while mapped objects between the LHS and the RHS are unaffected by the
rule, all unmapped objects in the LHS are deleted from the input model and objects not mapped
from the RHS to the LHS are created [6]. In this sense, the mapping between the LHS’s and the
RHS’s objects represents the interface graph K of a production as introduced in Definition 2.2.3.
The graphical editor visualizes mappings with color codes and optionally with numbers.
As in AGG, a rule may declare one or more variables. Within the RHS attributes may be
initialized by means of Java expressions containing these rule-wide variables, while in the LHS
and the NACs only their constant value is available for use by the developer. Further, a variable
may act as an input variable, i.e., its value is supplied by the user before the rule is executed.
Similar to input variables, a graph element from the LHS may be initialized by a corresponding
input object from the input model. For, the execution of a rule is non-deterministic if (1) there
exists more than one match for a rule in a given instance graph or (2) the rule may be applied
multiple times, input variables and objects are useful to circumvent this non-deterministic execution [6]. The modeler may control the matching process of a rule by providing an input object
from the instance model for an element of the LHS or appropriate input variables. In addition,
a rule’s application is controlled by its layer attribute, which ensures that rules of a lower layer
are executed before those of a higher layer.
Transformation execution. In order to execute the transformation, EMF Tiger offers either
an interpreter, that translates the EMT-based transformation to AGG, or a compiler, which generates Java classes for the graph rewriting rules [5]. Since the interpreter dispatches the transformation’s execution to AGG, a mapping between the EMF metamodel (depicted in Figure 3.9)
and attributed type graphs as used by AGG is required.
As described in [8], EClasses correspond to type nodes and EReferences correspond to type
edges in an AGG type graph. Generalizations (cf. eSuperTypes) and multiplicities are available
to type graphs specified in AGG by default. Finally, the integration of containment associations,
which are defined in the EMF metamodel, is described in [9] and are mapped to attributed
type graphs accordingly. A more formal introduction of attributed type graphs with inheritance,
composition, and multiplicities and its implication on the specification of graph rewriting rules
is provided in Chapter 4.
In contrast to the interpreter, the compiler generates Java classes for each rule defined in
a transformation. A rule class inherits from the abstract AbstractRule class that provides
an execute() method that may be called to perform the specified modifications on the input
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Figure 3.9: The core classes of the Ecore metamodel. An EClass consists of a set of structural features,
i.e., EAttributes and EReferences. An EReference may represent a containment relation and is always
bi-directional as implicated by the eOpposite association. An EAttribute is typed by an EDataType. The
EDataType as well as the EClass are both subclasses of EClassifier. Classifiers are the building blocks of
an EPackage. EPackages act as the root container of all elements of an Ecore model as indicated by the
containment reference. All of the previously mentioned classes inherit the name field from the abstract
ENamedElement class. Finally, note that – similar to Java – every class in the Ecore model is an EObject.

model. Since EMF is able to generate Java code for Ecore-based models, e.g., getter and setter
methods for fields as well as add and remove procedures for containment references, the rule
classes employ this generated model code to perform their modifications. By using the EMF
generated methods to modify the input model, the transformation is executed in a syntactically
consistent manner such that the resulting model conforms to the well-formedness constraint of
the Ecore model, i.e., there exist no dangling references, and attributes are set to values of the
correct type and range. However, this does not necessarily ensure the validity of the instance
model after the transformation’s execution as discussed in [6]. For an in depth discussion of
EMF and its code generation facilities, the interested reader is referred to [18].
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3.2.2

Modeling with EMF Tiger

In contrast to AGG, the step of constructing a type graph can be skipped as the refactorings
will be performed on models typed by the EMF metamodel Ecore. While the specification of
graph rewriting rules works similarly to AGG, the lack of a visual debugger impedes the testing
concerning the correctness and intended functioning of the constructed transformation. This
circumstance is only partly compensated by the provided interpreter and compiler component
that require hand-crafted Java code in order to execute the rules. Thus an iterative workflow is
recommended and consists of the following steps:
1. Load an EMF model. At first, an Empty Project is created in Eclipse that acts as a
container for the EMT grammar file containing the transformation definition [63]. Since
each transformation is defined over a set
of metamodels, for which appropriate and consistent refactorings shall be developed, the
corresponding models need to be registered within the project. This step is simplified by a
wizard provided by EMF Tiger plugin that aids the loading of models from either another
project in the Eclipse workspace, the file system or another Eclipse plugin, e.g., the Ecore
metamodel contained in org.eclipse.emf.ecore plugin.
2. Specify the model transformation. Once the desired metamodels are registered, the modeler gains access to the therein defined elements, which are displayed in a dedicated toolbar. Now the specification of the LHS and RHS as well as the NACs may be performed.
This is done by dragging and dropping the desired model elements from the toolbar onto
the available LHS, RHS or NAC panel of the graphical editor. The Link tool is then used
to establish the associations between the various graph objects according to the registered
metamodel. If the used metamodel defines more than one association between two graph
objects, EMF Tiger displays the available options, from which the user may choose the
intended association type. Contrary to AGG, variables need to be declared before they
can be used. This is done via the rule’s context menu entry Edit variables. . . , where the
variable’s name, type and input flag, i.e., whether the variable acts as an input variable or
not, are set. Thereafter, variables may be used to initialize attributes of the graph objects.
This is accomplished by first selecting Set Attribute from the graph object’s context menu
and choosing the desired attribute. Next, the attribute needs to be selected in the graphical
editor in order to assign either a constant/literal value, a previously defined variable or - in
case the graph object belongs to the RHS - a Java expression to it. Finally, the mappings
between the objects of the LHS and the RHS as well as between the LHS and NACs are
established with the Mapping tool.
3. Execute the transformation. EMF Tiger ships with an interpreter, which uses the AGG
engine to carry out the transformation, and a compiler that generates rule classes from the
EMT grammar constructed in the previous step, which enables the developer to integrate
and use them in other projects.
a) Interpreter. The interpreter defers the transformation’s execution to AGG by translating the loaded metamodels and the thereon based EMT grammar to AGG’s graph
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grammar. The interpreter’s constructor expects a single parameter that points to the
location of the developed EMT grammar. In order to execute the transformation, either the interpreter’s transform(EObject root) or its applyRule(EObject root, String rulename, Vector mapping, Parameter parameters) method may be called.
In the first case, the defined rules are applied to the graph-structure beneath the
root object randomly and as long as applicable [63]. The control flow is hereby
only guided by the specified rule layers that prevent the execution of rules at higher
layers as long as there exists a match for a rule on a lower layer in the instance
graphs.
On the other hand, the second method executes a rule specified by its name at most
once. Its mapping parameter takes an EObject from the instance graph for every
node in the LHS. In this way an initial match for the rule’s LHS is defined. The
supplied match may contain null values, i.e., the match is partial, to force AGG to
complete the match on its own [63]. In case the rule expects input parameters, the developer needs to instantiate an object of type Parameter and use the addParameter(String name, EObject value, String type) method to supplement the required input variables.
b) Compiler. The compiler is initiated from the transformation’s context menu entry Generate rule classes. . . which generates the Java classes named after the rules
appended by Rule. The constructor of each rule takes a single parameter of type
EObject, which represents the root of the graph structure the rule should be applied to. If the rule expects input variables, they need to be initialized via the
corresponding setPar<VariableName>(value) methods generated for the
rule class [63]. Further, a mapping for the rule’s LHS may be constructed in the
same fashion as outlined for the interpreter and passed to the rule by calling its
setLHS(mapping) method. Again, the mapping object is of type java.util.Vector
and may be partial. Finally, the rule may be executed exactly once by calling its
execute() method.
Alternatively, the Transformation class offers a static applyRule(name,
match, parameters) method that is equivalent to calling execute() [63].
Similarly to the interpreter, the Transformation class provides a transform()
method that executes the rules in random order with respect to their layer as long as
possible.

3.2.3

Example Refactoring

As described in the previous section, the definition of an EMT grammar starts by loading the
desired metamodel, whose instance models are going to be refactored by the developed graph
rewriting rules. Since EMF Tiger allows to directly refactor instance models of the EMF metamodel itself, the Pull-Up Field refactoring is defined at the level of the Ecore model.
Due to the similarities to AGG, the sample input model shown in Figure 3.3 and the test
graphs depicted in Figure 3.4 are simply re-used and ported to Ecore. Since EMF Tiger lacks
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(a) NAC1

(b) NAC2

(c) LHS & RHS
Figure 3.10: The Highlight Class rule. This rule annotates a subclass of the specified superclass with an
EAnnotation element if it does not contain a field with the same name as required for the pull-up field
refactoring. This requirement is implemented by the first NAC (3.10a). The second NAC ensures that an
already annotated class is not matched again. The rule expects the name of the field and the superclass as
input variables.

the support of positive application conditions, a workaround is necessary to ensure that each
subclass of the chosen superclass has the required field of the same name and type as the field
to be pulled-up. This is accomplished by a rule that highlights all classes that do not meet
this requirements by means of an EAnnotation element [6] (see Figure 3.10). The Highlight
Class rule’s LHS matches a container class and its superclass identified by a corresponding input
variable, where the container class does not enclose an attribute with an appropriate name as
necessary for the pull-up field operation. The later condition is enforced through the first NAC,
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(a) NAC1

(b) NAC2

(c) LHS & RHS
Figure 3.11: The Pull Up Field rule. The rule moves a field from its container class to one of the
container’s superclasses. The rule expects three input variables that control the matching process: the
field’s name, the container’s name and the superclass’s name, which is necessary since Ecore allows a
class to have multiple superclasses. The first NAC checks that no field with an equal name as the field
selected to be pulled up is defined in the superclass, while the second NAC ensures that all subclasses of
the matched superclass support the pull-up field operation (see Figure 3.10 for the details).

which expects the field’s name to be supplied by the user as an input variable. If a match for
the LHS is found in the input model the RHS adds an EAnnotation element to the container
class that discards the class for the pull-up field refactoring. The second NAC (see Figure 3.10b)
simply ensures that no class is matched twice if the container class has already been annotated.
Note that the first NAC does not check the type of the variable as implemented in AGG (see
Figure 3.5d). Unfortunately, the addition of a reference to an EDataType element in the first
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Figure 3.12: The Remove Attribute rule. The already pulled-up field is deleted by this rule from all
subclasses of the superclass matched by its name as provided by the user prior to the rule’s execution.
Further, the field’s name is defined through an input variable as well.

NAC renders the rule inapplicable due to a restriction of EMF Tiger concerning the handling
of composition associations. Next, the rule to move a single field from its containing class to
one of its superclasses is defined (see Figure 3.11): The rule’s LHS matches a field contained
in a class, which in turn has a superclass. The RHS moves the field from the containing class
to the matched superclass. The matching is controlled by three input variables consisting of the
field’s name, the name of the containing class, and the superclass’s name, which is necessary,
since the Ecore metamodel allows a class to have multiple superclasses. The first NAC (see
Figure 3.11a) ensures that the matched superclass does not contain a field with the same name
as the field selected for the pull-up operation. The second NAC depends on the previously
introduced Highlight Class rule and checks that non of the superclass’s subclasses has been
marked by an annotation indicating the infeasibility of the pull-up field refactoring. The final
Remove Field rule (shown in Figure 3.12) deletes the pulled-up field from all subclasses of
the specified superclass. Again, the rule expects the field’s and the superclass’s name as input
variables in order to match the correct subgraphs in the instance model.
Now that the EMT grammar for the pull-up field refactoring is complete, the interpreter may
be used to test the specified transformation as shown in Listing 3.1: Since the input model, on
which the refactoring is performed, is provided as an ecore file, the first step is to register the
model’s extension [63]. Next, the interpreter is initialized with the constructed EMT grammar
containing the graph rewriting rules for the pull-up field refactoring. The required input variables are collected in a variable of type Parameter declared in line 9. Finally, the EPackage
element of the human resource model is loaded into the model variable. Recall from the previous section that the interpreter executes a rule exactly once by calling applyRule(EObject
root, String rulename, Vector mapping, Parameter parameter). Hence,
all subsequently performed graph rewriting rules starting at line 18 expect the root element of
the input model as the first parameter. Because no explicit mapping is specified, the matching
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

/ / Register ’ ecore ’ extension
registerExtension ( " ecore " ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e t h e i n t e r p r e t e r w i t h t h e EMT grammar f i l e
I n t e r p r e t e r i n t e r p r e t e r = new
I n t e r p r e t e r ( URI . c r e a t e F i l e U R I ( " emt / P u l l U p F i e l d R e f a c t o r i n g . emt " ) ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e the parameters
P a r a m e t e r p a r a m e t e r s = new P a r a m e t e r ( ) ;
p a r a m e t e r s . a d d P a r a m e t e r ( " a t t r _ n a m e " , " name " , " S t r i n g " ) ;
parameters . addParameter ( " container_name " , " Developer " , " S t r i n g " ) ;
p a r a m e t e r s . a d d P a r a m e t e r ( " s u p e r c l a s s _ n a m e " , " Employee " , " S t r i n g " ) ;
/ / Load t h e r o o t e l e m e n t , i . e . t h e EPackage , f r o m t h e HR−model
EPackage model = l o a d M o d e l R o o t F r o m F i l e ( " model / h r . e c o r e " ) ;
/ / Execute ’ PullUpField ’ Refactoring
do { }
w h i l e ( i n t e r p r e t e r . a p p l y R u l e ( model ,
" HighlightNonPUFRefactorableClass " , null , parameters ) ) ;
i n t e r p r e t e r . a p p l y R u l e ( model , " P u l l U p F i e l d " , n u l l , p a r a m e t e r s ) ;
do { } w h i l e ( i n t e r p r e t e r . a p p l y R u l e ( model ,
" RemoveAttributeFromSiblingClass " , null , parameters ) ) ;
/ / S a v e t h e r e f a c t o r e d model
s a v e ( model , " model / h r _ i n t e r p r e t e r _ r e f a c t o r e d . e c o r e " ) ;

Listing 3.1: Interpreter-based Transformation Execution

is performed automatically by the interpreter. Rules that are supposed to be applied more than
once, e.g., Highlight Class and Remove Attribute, are executed within a do-while block, while
the Pull-up Field rule is applied only once. Eventually, the refactored model is stored in its own
file via the save(EObject model, String filepath) method.
In order to perform the graph transformation with the provided compiler, the rule classes are
generated by selecting Generate Rule Classes. . . from the context menu of EMF Tiger’s graphical editor. For each rule a class and a corresponding wrapper class is generated, of which only
the former is used by the developer to implement the transformation. Similar to the interpreter
implementation, the ecore extensions is registered and the root element from the input model is
loaded into the model variable. Now that the developer has access to the designated rule classes
no Parameter variable is necessary. Instead, the rule class is constructed by passing the input
model’s root element as a parameter, and the input variables are initialized by the appropriate
setter methods generated for the rule. In case of the Highlight Class rule the input variables,
i.e., the name of the field and the superclass, are set via the setParAttr_name(...) and
the setParSuperclass_name(...) methods, respectively (see lines 10 through 12 in
Listing 3.2). The control flow is adopted in most parts from the interpreter with the difference
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/ / Register ’ ecore ’ extension
registerExtension ( " ecore " ) ;
/ / Load t h e r o o t e l e m e n t , i . e . t h e EPackage , f r o m t h e HR−model
EPackage model = l o a d M o d e l R o o t F r o m F i l e ( " model / h r . e c o r e " ) ;
/ / Execute the transformation
H i g h l i g h t N o n P U F R e f a c t o r a b l e C l a s s e s R u l e hNPUFRC ;
do { hNPUFRC = new H i g h l i g h t N o n P U F R e f a c t o r a b l e C l a s s e s R u l e ( model ) ;
hNPUFRC . s e t P a r A t t r _ n a m e ( " name " ) ;
hNPUFRC . s e t P a r S u p e r c l a s s _ n a m e ( " Employee " ) ;
} w h i l e ( hNPUFRC . e x e c u t e ( ) ) ;
P u l l U p F i e l d R u l e p u l l U p F i e l d = new P u l l U p F i e l d R u l e ( model ) ;
p u l l U p F i e l d . s e t P a r A t t r _ n a m e ( " name " ) ;
pullUpField . setParContainer_name ( " Developer " ) ;
p u l l U p F i e l d . s e t P a r S u p e r c l a s s _ n a m e ( " Employee " ) ;
boolean s u c c e s s = p u l l U p F i e l d . e x e c u t e ( ) ;
i f (! success ) {
s a v e ( model , " model / h r _ c o m p i l e r _ r e f a c t o r e d . e c o r e " ) ;
return ;
}
R e m o v e A t t r i b u t e s F r o m S i b l i n g C l a s s e s R u l e rAFSC ;
do {
rAFSC = new R e m o v e A t t r i b u t e s F r o m S i b l i n g C l a s s e s R u l e ( model ) ;
rAFSC . s e t P a r S u p e r c l a s s _ n a m e ( " Employee " ) ;
rAFSC . s e t P a r A t t r _ n a m e ( " name " ) ;
} w h i l e ( rAFSC . e x e c u t e ( ) ) ;
s a v e ( model , " model / h r _ c o m p i l e r _ r e f a c t o r e d . e c o r e " ) ;

Listing 3.2: Compiler-based Transformation Execution

that the successful application of the Pull-up Field rule is tested. If it fails, the input model
annotated by the Highlight Class rule is saved and the transformation is aborted; otherwise the
transformation continues as shown before.

3.3

Fujaba

FUJABA (From UML to Java and back again)8 is developed at the University of Paderborn
and is distributed as a stand-alone version as well as a plug-in for Eclipse. More recently, the
Storydiagram Tool [33, 32] was released as an Eclipse plugin, which is an interpreter-based
transformation tool for Ecore-based models based on the Fujaba tool suite. For, the latter does
8

http://www.fujaba.de/
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not yet support all features found in Fujaba, the stand-alone version is used throughout this
paper.
Unlike the specialized graph transformation tools introduced so far, Fujaba is an UML CASE
tool supporting class, state chart, and activity diagrams with one notable and powerful feature,
namely storyboards. In short, storyboards provide a graphical notation for programmed graph
rewriting systems [54] on the basis of UML. Together with the support of round-trip engineering,
model-versioning and code generation for Java, Fujaba aims to provide an all-in-one modeldriven development environment.

3.3.1

Features

Storyboards. According to the authors of [28] storyboards were developed to overcome the
existing deficiencies of current graph rewriting systems, namely their proprietary nature and
lack of integration with the object-oriented design paradigm. Therefore, Fujaba employs standard UML class diagrams to model graph schemes similar to AGG’s type graphs (see Sec. 3.1.1)
and a mixture of UML activity and collaboration diagrams to specify the graphical representation of graph rewriting rules. Due to the usage of standard UML notation, Fujaba supports
directed, attributed, node and edge labeled graphs, explicit graph schemes, programmed graph
rewriting with parameterized rules, negative, optional and set-valued rule elements (cf. Progres)
as well as direct support for ordered, sorted, and qualified associations and aggregations literally out-of-the-box [28]. In contrast to classical graph transformation environments like AGG,
Fujaba merges the LHS, RHS and NACs of a graph rewriting rule into a single entity distinguishable merely by graphical annotations. This may seem odd at first, but helps to highlight the
actual changes performed by the rule and avoids the duplication of complex LHS patterns which
undergo only little modifications in the RHS.
Storyboard Notation. The aim of storyboards is to simplify the specification of programmed
graph transformations featuring concepts like sequencing, loops and (conditional) branching.
Thus, the designers of Fujaba decided to use a notation closely related to UML activity diagrams
to model the control flow of graph rewriting rules.
Such a control flow starts at a start node, called starting activity, which is represented by a
filled circle. Activity nodes, represented by rounded rectangles, contain either plain Java code
(called statement activities) or instructions describing a graph rewriting rule (called story patterns). Activities are connected by transitions, which may be guarded by (mutual exclusive)
Boolean expressions. The stop activity signals the termination of the control flow and is represented by two concentric circles of which the inner one is filled.
The content of story patterns is based on UML collaboration diagrams. This is no coincidence, since it is possible to describe the executable instructions of a method body with graph
rewriting rules. In fact, a developer working with Fujaba will first design the static class structure and define the implementation of methods with storyboards (as will be shown in the next
section). A story pattern thus consists of a graph of instance objects representing the rule’s LHS,
where unbound objects are denoted by there name and type separated by a colon and bound
objects by their name only. Examples of bound variables are the implicit self-reference object
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this as well as formal parameters declared by the method that act as input variables (cf. AGG).
The attribute compartment of instance objects may either be used to assign values to the object’s
attributes (:=) or to perform equality (==), less-than (<=) or greater-than (>=) comparisons with
them. The actual modifications are expressed through nodes and edges, which are stereotyped
by create and destroy annotations to indicate addition and removal from the graph, respectively.
Further, an object or link may be modified with a constraint to express either negative application conditions, set-valued or optional elements. Fujaba also supports for-each story patterns,
represented by two stacked, rounded rectangles, which are executed for all possible bindings of
their objects [28].
Code Generation. Fujaba supports the generation of Java code for UML class diagrams and
storyboards. Hereby, it translates the contents of UML class diagrams to Java classes with respect to recommended design guidelines, e.g. generating access and modifier methods for all
fields [28]. Since UML associations are bi-directional, Fujaba creates reverse methods for these
references. If the association is multivalued, Fujaba creates corresponding element addition
and removal methods, which are called from the inverse modifier methods to ensure the consistency of the reference [28]. Storyboards, on the other hand, provide the implementation of
methods of the generated classes. At first, the control flow is mapped to Java while-loops and
if-statements. For each unbound object in a story pattern, Fujaba generates code that binds
each variable sequentially. But instead of using nested if-statements, it employs its own testing
method SDM.ensure(...) that throws an exception, if the variable was not bound accordingly to the imposed conditions. Subsequently, the changes to the object structure, i.e., addition
and removal of objects and links, are performed by calls to the previously generated access and
modifier methods. For the Fujaba designers dropped the backtracking mechanism of Progres,
the resulting code is less complex and easier to integrate with existing code [28].

3.3.2

Modeling with Fujaba

1. Define a Graph Scheme. In order to check the consistency and well-formedness of host
graphs, against which the refactorings will be executed, a graph scheme is defined as an
UML class diagram. The graph scheme declares the static structure consisting of classes
and their members, i.e., fields and methods, associations among these classes and inheritance as well as realization relations. Further, an abstract class ASGElement9 with no
members is introduced that acts as super-class for all other classes in the graph scheme.
This is done to permit refactoring operations for all elements in the scheme. Alternatively,
Fujaba’s reverse engineering capability could be used to import existing code that defines
the graph scheme.
2. Specify Refactoring Structure. Similar to the graph scheme, the static class structure of a
refactoring is defined as an abstract class with two abstract, public methods
checkPrecondition(...) and execute(...) (see Fig. 3.13). As their names
imply, the first method is used to ensure that all requirements prior to the rule’s execution
9

ASG = Abstract Syntax Graph
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Figure 3.13: The abstract Refactoring class defines the structure of all refactorings.
All of its subclasses, i.e., implementations of refactorings, are required to implement the
checkPrecondition(...) method, which ascertains that all requirements prior to the rule’s execution are met, and the execute(...) method, which performs the desired graph transformation.

are met, while the later performs the graph transformation itself. Both methods expect
ASGElement-typed parameter named target and return a Boolean value indicating
the success or failure of their execution.
3. Implement Refactoring. Using the abstract Refactoring class introduced in the previous step as the base class, all sub-classes are required to implement its abstract methods.
The implementation of these methods is specified by means of storyboards. Hereby, the
parameter target acts as input object that is being refactored. With the ability to cast
objects to their desired type, the modeler has access to the object’s members and relations. Note that the developer is not limited to only the target parameter as input
variable: Since the refactoring is modeled as a class, additional variables may be defined
as fields of the refactoring class itself. For example, the Rename Field refactoring requires
a new name as input variable (possibly as input from the user), which could be declared as
newName field in the RenameFieldRefactoring class and initialized in the class’s
constructor.
4. Generate Code. On the basis of the code for the graph scheme (see Step 1), the Java
code for the checkPreconditions(...) and execute(...) methods is generated according to the statement activities and story patterns specified in the respective
storyboards.

3.3.3

Example Refactoring

Since Fujaba supports the reverse engineering of existing code, the idea was coined to import
the Ecore Java source files in order to apply the implemented refactorings directly to Ecore
diagrams. Unfortunately, Fujaba is unable to handle Java generics, thus, a graph scheme similar
to the type graph created for AGG was developed with a few notable differences (see Fig. 3.14).
First, all elements inherit from a single abstract class, named ASGElement. Further, an abstract
Type class was introduced and the generalization relation was explicitly modeled with its own
class. Finally, note that the resulting model is semantically more concise, because the modeler is
able to express her intentions more clearly due to the usage of UML, e.g., element composition
and inheritance relations. In order to inspect the generated code, the developer may access the
code view from the context menu of a class by selecting Edit Source Code. . . . For a detailed
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Figure 3.14: The graph scheme depicting a simple class structure diagram. It defines the static structure
of the models which the graph rewriting is subsequently performed on. In addition to elements of the
AGG’s type graph, an Type class was introduced and the generalization relation is expressed through its
own class.

description of the code generation mechanisms of Fujaba, the interested reader is referred to
[28]. As described in the section above, a PullUpField class is created that inherits from
the abstract Refactoring class (see Fig. 3.13). In this way the functionality of each concrete
refactoring is encapsulated in its own class and realized by the inherited methods.
By selecting the Create/Goto Method Body item from the context menu of the
checkPrecondition(...) method, Fujaba switches to the corresponding storyboard.
The storyboard consists of four story patterns (see Fig. 3.15a): At first, the declaration and
initialization of various objects is performed, which are used throughout the process of checking
all necessary preconditions. The pattern starts logically in the lower left corner by casting the
target parameter to an Attribute type that is stored in a variable named field. Next,
the type of the attribute is determined by following the attrType relation and the result is
stored in a variable named fieldType. Similary, the elements container, i.e., the class
that contains the field, generalization and superclass are initialized. If any of the
initializations fails, the method execution is aborted and false is returned indicating the failure
of the executed refactoring. The second story pattern re-uses the previously initialized and now
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(a) checkPrecondition(...)

(b) execute(...)

Figure 3.15: The storyboards depicting the Pull-Up Field Refactoring modeled in Fujaba. The left part
of the figure displays the verification of the imposed preconditions by testing if the passed in target
parameter is of type Attribute, if the superclass contains no attribute of the same name as the destined
pull-up field, and if all sibling classes of the container class contain a field of the same name and type.
The right part of the figure shows the actual graph rewriting procedure that destroys the association to the
field’s container class and creates a new association to the superclass. Finally, all attributes of
the same name are removed from the superclass’s subclasses.

bound superclass object. The pattern iterates over all attributes of this class to ensure that
the superclass contains no field with the same name as the target field. Alternatively, this check
could have been performed by means of a NAC in the first pattern: In Fujaba, this is achieved
by defining a negative object, i.e., an object for which a negative constraint is specified, of type
Attribute and linked to the superclass object via the attrs relation. Further, an equality comparison is added to the negative object to scan for an attribute with the same name as
the field attribute, which obviously must not exist. Eventually, it is necessary to ascertain
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that each subclass of the superclass object contains a field with the same name and type as
the target field. For this purpose, a for-each story pattern is defined (see Story Pattern No. 3a
in Fig. 3.15a) that uses the bound generalization object and iterates over all its subclass.
Each time a match for a subclass is found, Story Pattern No. 3b is executed, which scans
for an attribute in the bound subclass object with the same name as the field object and,
finally, if the found attr object references the same type object. If all preconditions are met,
the method returns true, otherwise false.
The actual implementation of the refactoring’s execute(...) method is again specified
by a story board (see Fig. 3.15b). Hereby, the transition to the first story pattern is guarded by a
method call to the previously defined checkPrecondition(...) method. If the preconditions are not met, the refactoring’s execution is aborted and false is returned. Otherwise, the
attribute field is removed from its containing class container and pulled-up to its corresponding superclass, which is indicated by the destroy and create stereotype annotations of
the respective attrs associations. The second story pattern iterates over all sibling classes of
the container object scanning for an attribute with the same name as the previously pulledup field and subsequently removing it completely as denoted by the destroy stereotype of the
attribute object.
Finally, the developer may generate the code for the modeled methods by accessing Edit
Source Code. . . from the context menu of the corresponding storyboard.

3.4

Operation Recorder

The Operation Recorder (OR ) developed at the Vienna University of Technology is distributed
with the EMF Modeling Operations10 (EMF MO ) plug-in for Eclipse. The OR is an in-place
model transformation tool for Ecore-based models. In contrast to the previously presented tools,
the OR offers a by-demonstration environment allowing a modeler to demonstrate the desired
transformation (instead of specifiying it by hand). Hereby, the transformation is demonstrated
by performing the necessary add, update and delete operations on a user-defined input model.
The OR analyses the performed changes and derives an initial version of the demonstrated transformation, which the user may refine subsequently. The final version of the transformation is
represented by a so-called operation that stores all information necessary to execute the demonstrated transformation.
Nomenclatur. Since the OR originates from a MDD background, the naming introduced for
EMF Tiger (see Section 3.2) will be reused: models are synonymously employed for graphs,
model transformations refer to graph transformations in the sense of Defintion 2.2.3, and input
models denote the model driven equivalent to host graphs.

3.4.1

Features

The by-demonstration approach employed by the Operation Recorder enables the user to define
her desired transformations in a descriptive and declarative fashion [16]. The OR aims to free the
10

http://www.modelversioning.org
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user from the need to have thorough knowledge of the metamodel. This is achieved by allowing
the user to showcase the steps leading to the intended transformation at the instance level of the
metamodel, i.e., the M1 level of the metamodel stack [57], and in the concrete (e.g. graphical)
syntax of the model. Further, the OR provides an OCL engine to evaluate conditions, custom or
generated, that control the matching process during the application of the demonstrated transformation. From a tooling perspective, the OR may be easily integrated into the the user’s existing
development environment as long as the models are based on the Ecore metamodel [13]. A
drawback of using the OR is the proprietary format used to represent and persist the derived
operations.
By-Demonstration Environment. With the Operation Recorder, graph transformations are
modeled by-demonstration and refined through configuration [16]. For this purpose, an initial
model containing all necessary model elements is constructed. Then the user showcases her
intended transformation on the initial model by either adding new elements, or by deleting and
modifying existing elements. In order to ease the detection of altered or moved model elements,
a unique identifier is assigned to each element of the initial model [17]. The actual modifications
describing the desired transformation are performed on the so-called working model which is an
exact copy of the initial model. After applying all modifications, the OR compares the final
version of the working model, the so-called revised model, to the (ID annotated)11 initial model.
On the basis of the state-based comparison, the diff model and the match model are derived.
The diff model lists all detected differences between the initial and the revised model, while the
match model stores the mapping between elements of the initial and the revised model according to the elements’ unique identifiers. Then the OR derives an initial set of preconditions for
each model element in the initial model, and an initial set of postconditions for each element
in the revised model [16]. The pre- and postconditions associated with a model element are
grouped by so-called pre- and postcondition templates, respectively. These templates may then
be manually refined through relaxation, enforcement, and deactivation of existing conditions or
by introducing additional conditions [17]. Further, the modeler may define input variables which
can be used to assign values to features, e.g., attributes or operations, of model elements, but,
in contrast to other graph transformation based tools like AGG (see Section 3.1), not to guide
the matching process. Finally, the modeler may define iterations for those templates that should
be executed possibly multiple times. Once the templates are configured, the OR assembles a
so-called operation from which further artifacts can be generated. This operation can now be
used by e.g. the EMF MO plug-in. EMF MO is able to interpret the operation and applies the
therein specified transformation to an Ecore-based input model. An interactive wizard guides
the user through the binding specification, where a partial match between the elements of the
input model and the elements of the precondition templates is established. After querying the
necessary input variables from the user, the wizard initiates a dedicated execution engine which
interprets and transforms the provided input model.
11
The explicit distinction between the original, non-ID annotated version of the initial model and the ID-annotated
version of the initial model will be omitted from now on in favor of the latter.
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Figure 3.16: The Operation Specification Model. An OperationSpecification consists of a set
of pre- and postconditions each grouped into a corresponding ConditionModel. A condition model
references a single root template, which contains zero or more subTemplates. The nesting of the templates corresponds to the containment hierarchy of the model elements represented by the templates, i.e.,
their representatives. A template contains a FeatureCondition for each attribute of the represented model element. Custom, template-global conditions can be added with CustomConditions.
Optional and non-existence (NEx) templates are specified and grouped by means of OptionGroups
and NonExistenceGroups, respectively. In contrast to NEx templates, which are added directly to
the operation specification, NegativeApplicationConditions define a seperate condition model
independent of the operation specification’s condition models. An Iteration references templates that
are executed multiple times and a UserInput is defined for a feature who receives its value at runtime.

Operation Specification Model. As outlined above, the OR collects all necessary information
required to describe a demonstrated model transformation and builds a corresponding operation.
The internal structure of an operation is described by the Operation Specification (Meta-)Model
(OSM), i.e., each operation is an instance of the OSM. According to the OSM, the main building
blocks of such an operation are the templates. A template represents a single element of either
the initial model or the revised model. Analogous to class definitions in object-oriented design,
templates act as blueprints, which are instantiated to concrete model elements of an input model
during the pattern matching process of the transformation. According to a template’s classification, a template is either part of the OSM’s precondition model or the OSM’s postcondition
model. Thereby, precondition templates describe the state and constellation of elements that
must exist in the input model in order to apply the transformation to these elements, while the
postcondition templates describe the state and constellation of those elements that must exist in
the output model after the application of the transformation.
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Templates are typically nested, i.e., they contain sub-templates, with a root template transitively hosting all other templates [13]. Essentially, this structure mirrors the containment hierarchy inherent to all Ecore models where a single top-level element acts as the container of all
other elements.
As each template represents a single model element from either the initial or the revised
model, a so-called feature condition is generated for each attribute of the model element and
added to the template [13]. A feature condition stores a reference to the associated attribute and
an expression defining the constraint imposed on the attribute that must be fulfilled to successfully apply the transformation. Additional constraints may be introduced by the user through
template-global, custom conditions. The OR uses the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [49]
to specify a condition’s expression, and extends its syntax to support the cross-referencing of
conditions contained in other templates. The syntax to reference another template starts with a
sharp symbol ’#’ followed by the other template’s name enclosed in curly braces. The dot notation ’.’ is used to access the conditions of the referenced template. For example, if the modeler
wanted to reference a condition named package contained in the template Class0, she would
use the expression #{Class0}.package.
Further, the modeler may define input variables in order to assign values to features at runtime, i.e., during the execution of the transformation.
Finally, the OSM stores references to the initial and the revised model as well as to the match
and to the diff model. An excerpt of the OSM, as just described, is depicted in Figure 3.16.
Templates. The standard pre- and postcondition templates of the OR always express conditions that must be met either prior to or after the application of the transformation expressed
by the operation. Sometimes, however, it would be desirable to employ (1) a template which
can but must not necessarily be applicable in order to execute the operation, (2) a template
which prevents the execution of an entire operation if certain illegal conditions are fulfilled, or
(3) a template which iterates over a set of models elements as long as its conditions are satisfied. Therefore, the OR provides specialized precondition templates to create optional templates,
negative application conditions (NAC), non-existence (NEx) templates, and iterator templates.
Further, an additional postcondition template is offered to ease the process of copying a model
element.
Optional templates, as their name implies, enable the specification of templates which are
only applied if an appropriate match exists and are otherwise ignored during the execution of
the operation [14]. Hence, optional templates do not affect the binding of other templates.
Optional templates may be bundled into so-called option groups. An option group is satisfied
and, thus, applied, if all conditions of the therin grouped option templates are fulfilled by a
binding. Optional templates and option groups are part of the operation’s pre-condition model.
With the introduction of optional tempates, the OR switches to a multi-phase matching process
[14]. First, the OR searches for valid bindings for the operation’s standard templates. Next, it
iteratively tries to find bindings for the optional templates or option groups, and adds them to
the match.
Negative application conditions define a set of templates whose conditions must not be satisfied in order to apply the operation. Each NAC has a seperate condition model independent of
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the operation’s precondition model. In order to prevent contradicting conditions, the OR requires
the condition model of each NAC to contain a copy of all standard templates of the operation’s
precondition model [14]. The modeler may then specify negative templates and conditions to
restrict the applicability of the operation. If she decides to annotate the templates copied from
the operation’s precondition model with negative conditions, they are marked as refined templates [14]. Upon execution of an operation with NACs, the OR again employs a multi-phase
matching process. Similar to the matching phase of the optional templates, the OR first tries to
find valid bindings for the standard templates, and, if it does, a base match is established. Now,
the OR checks if any of the refined templates invalidates the base match. If this is not the case,
it iteratively ensures that none of the additional negative templates invalidates the base match.
On sucess the matching process continues with the remaining templates of the operation, e.g.,
optional templates.
Non-existence templates, similar to NACs, specify conditions that must not be met in order to
apply the operation, i.e., they require the non-existence of a pattern [14]. Yet, they do not require
a seperate condition model and can be added directly to the operation’s precondition model by
converting an existing standard template to a NEx template. However, the lightweight approach
pursued by NEx templates comes with the drawback that they are unable to host a combination
of positive and negative conditions. While a NAC is able to refine an existing precondition
template, i.e., supplement the existing (positive) conditions with additional negative conditions
through its usage of an independent condition model, NEx template are dedicated to exclusively
host negative conditions. Instead of degrading NEx templates to mere syntatic sugar, the OR
allows the usage of NEx templates within a NAC’s condition model [14]. This enables the
modeler to construct conditions that must be true for all possible bindings found in an input
model due to the double negation expressed by the NEx template nested within a NAC.
Iterator templates act as a decorator, i.e., an add-on, to existing standard templates, called
the base template of the iterator, indicating that the base template is allowed to be matched
multiple times [14]. If an iterator template is matched multiple times, the changes associated
with the base template are performed on all matched elements. Herby, it is important to observe
that the changes described by the base template plus the changes described by all of its subtemplates are applied to the matched elements. In case a sub-template of the base template is
decorated with an iterator template, the templates are applied in the style of a nested for each
construct.
Finally, a copy template, which is strictly speaking not a template by itself but rather an additional flag set on standard templates, may be specified for a template, which has been generated
for a model element added during the demonstration phase, by defining a copy-source template
[14]. Of course, the copy-source template must represent a model element of the same type as
the added model element. During the execution of the operation, an exact copy of the element
matched by the copy-source template is generated including all contained model elements and
added to the output.

3.4.2

Modeling with the Operation Recorder

The graph transformation specification with the OR is split into a modeling phase, where the user
demonstrates the transformation, and a configuration phase, where the user refines the derived
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templates [13]. During the modeling phase the initial and the revised model are created, while
the configuration phase involves the improvement and customization of the generated templates
and their conditions.
1. Define Initial Model. The initial model is defined in the concrete syntax, and consist of
the smallest possible set of relevant model elements required to demonstrate the transformation [13]. Therefore, the modeler needs to add all elements affected by the transformation and all elements contributing to the intended precondition pattern of the transformation. Likewise, features that act as preconditions and guide the matching process are
initialized to appropriate values.
2. Demonstrate Modification. Once the initial model is completed, it is submitted to the
OR. The OR translates the initial model into the working model by annotating all elements
with unique identifiers. Now the modeler performs all atomic operations, i.e., add, delete,
update, and move12 operations, which describe the transformation.
3. Submit Revised Model. As soon as all modifications have been demonstrated, a statebased comparison between the initial and revised model is performed resulting in the
match and diff model. Then, the initial set of pre- and postcondition templates representing each model element from the initial and the revised model, respectively, is derived.
Thereby, a feature condition is created for each feature of the initial and revised model’s
elements whose expression property (see Figure 3.16) is initialized to the value of the
associated feature from either the initial or the the revised model.
4. Refine Operation Specification. With the automatically derived templates in place the
user may now initiate the refinement phase. Now, the user may activate or deactivate
existing feature conditions, refine them by modifying their expression property, or
specify additional constraints. Additionally, templates may be marked as optional or nonexistant, and, subsequently, bundled into groups. Further, the modeler can demonstrate
NACs, and configure iterations for certain templates. Finally, input variables may be
specified for features whose values are queried from the user during the execution of the
transformation.
5. Build OSM. Upon completion of the refinement phase the OR assembles the OSM, which
may then be persisted or serve as the basis for the generation of additional artifacts.

3.4.3

Example Refactoring

Since the OR handles any Ecore-based model, the Pull-Up Field operation is demonstrated in
Ecore itself, as was the case with EMF Tiger (see Section 3.2). Though any Ecore-based editor
could be employed, the Ecore Diagram Editor shipped with Eclipse is used to construct the
initial and the revised model in the concrete graphical syntax of Ecore.
12

Note that move operations can be treated as atomic operations since all elements were previously annotated
with unique IDs.
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(a) Initial Model

(b) Revised Model

(c) Diff Model
Figure 3.17: Initial, revised and diff model. The initial model (3.17a) consists of two subclasses,
SalesPerson and Engineer, which both contain a field name of type EString, and their common superclass Employee. During the demonstration of the transformation the name field of the
SalesPerson class is moved to the Employee superclass, while the name field of the Engineer
class is removed from the model resulting in the revised model (3.17b). The state-based comparison
between the initial and the revised model yields the match and the diff model (3.17c).

The initial model contains two classes, e.g., SalesPerson and Engineer, which both
have an attribute called name of type EString. Further, both classes have a common superclass, e.g., Employee. The final version of the initial model is shown in Figure 3.17a. Next, the
transformation is demonstrated on the working model created by the OR. Thereby, the attribute
name of the first subclass is moved to the common superclass Employee, while the attribute
name of class Engineer is removed from the model. The resulting model is saved as the revised model (see Figure 3.17b). The state-based comparison is performed by the OR and yields
the expected result as depicted in Figure 3.17c.
The OR generates pre- and postcondition templates of type EClass for the classes Employee, SalesPerson, and Engineer. Additional templates of type EAttribute are
created for the attribute name moved from class SalesPerson to superclass Employee
and for the attribute of the same name removed from class Engineer. Now the precondition templates require refinement. First, the conditions representing the removed attribute, i.e.,
Engineer.name, need to be modified to reflect the fact, that its name and type values need to
be equal to those of the moved attribute. This is achieved by referencing the name and type conditions of the moved attribute’s template, i.e., the template generated for the name attribute of
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class Salesperson, from the correspondent conditions of the removed attribute’s template.
Assuming the template representing the moved attribute is named EAttribute0, the name
and type condition of the removed attribute’s template are set to #{EAttribute0}.name
and #{EAttribute0}.eType, respectively.
Next, it is necessary to ensure that both subclasses inherit from the same superclass, otherwise the field could not be pulled up. Thus, the eSuperTypes condition of the two subclass
templates needs to be set to ->includes(#{EClass0}), where the template of superclass
Employee is referred to by EClass0. However, this condition is inferred by the OR appropriately, and no manual modifications are required.
In order to ensure that the superclass does not already contain a field of equal name and type
as the intended pull-up field, the eAttributes condition of the superclass’s template is set to
->forAll(attr|attr.name <> #{EAttribute0}).
Finally, a custom condition is necessary to check that all classifiers of type EClass, which
are subclasses of the designated superclass, e.g., Employee, represented by the EClass0
template, contain a field of equal name and type as the field which is pulled up, e.g., an attribute
called name of type EString. This condition is specified for the root template EPackage0
and its expression property is set to
self.eClassifiers->select(c|c.oclIsTypeOf(EClass))->
select(c|c.oclAsType(EClass).eSuperTypes->
exists(s|s.name=#{EClass0}.name))->
forAll(c|c.oclAsType(EClass).eAttributes)->
exists(a|a.name=#{EAttribute0}.name and
a.eType=#{EAttribute0}.eType)).
Alternatively, a NAC in combination with a NEx-template can be employed to achieve the
same result. Hereby, a template of type EClass, referred to by EClass3, is added to the NAC.
The class represented by template EClass3 must be a subclass of the designated superclass,
e.g., Employee, and thus, the eSuperTypes condition of the template is set to include a
reference to the superclass’s template, called EClass0, i.e., ->includes(#{EClass0}).
The template EClass3 contains a single NEx-template representing an EAttribute, whose
name and type condition reference the equivalently named conditions of the template representing the move attribute, i.e., the template representing the attribute SalesPerson.name.
Due to the double negation resulting from the combination of the NAC with the NEx-template,
the constructed application condition states that all subclasses of the designated superclass must
contain an attribute whose name and type is equal to the pull-up field. Note that it is not necessary to refine the existing templates of the NAC, which represent classes SalesPerson and
Engineer, by the addition of NEx-templates, for, the previously generated precondition templates already ensure the existence of an attribute of equal name and type as the pull-up field.
Otherwise, no bindings satisfying the preconditions would have been found in the first place.
In a final refinement step, the attributes of equal name and type as the pulled-up field need
to be removed from all subclasses, and hence, the template representing class Engineer is
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required to be executed for all possible bindings. The definition of a corresponding iterator
template concludes the refinement phase and the operation specification is finalized.

3.5

Evaluation

AGG provides a double-pushout based modeling environment for graph-rewriting rules, which
are specified by means of a LHS and a RHS graph. Additional conditions are defined by NACs
and PACs. The rule execution’s control flow is non-deterministic by default. However, AGG
offers various constructs that allow the developer to define the order in which rules are applied.
In case of a single rule the matching process can be controlled through appropriate input variables. For multiple rules, the most basic form is the hierarchical ordering of rules into layers
where all rules of the lowest layer are executed before those of the higher layers. Further, the
rule sequencing feature enables the modeler to organize rules into ordered groups, which may
be applied to a given host graph executing the contained rules sequentially. The modeler may
declare how often a group and the therein contained rules shall be applied. In this way, AGG
realizes the looping of rules, yet the support of conditional branching is not provided. Further,
AGG provides a critical pair analyzer to detect conflicting pairs of rules.
EMF Tiger is based on AGG and is developed to interact with the Eclipse Modeling Framework. It is able to transform Ecore-based models and is not restricted to attributed, typed graphs.
EMF Tiger provides two options to perform the specified transformation: an interpreter and a
compiler. Either way, EMF Tiger requires the user to supply custom, hand-crafted Java code that
calls the interpreter or the compiled rule classes to execute the transformation. This is drawback
in regard to usability, yet a benefit concerning the customization and extensibility of the defined
rules. Since EMF Tiger’s interpreter uses AGG as its back-end, the features of AGG, e.g., the
critical pair analysis, can be used in combination with EMF Tiger.
Contrary to AGG and EMF Tiger, Fujaba is based on programmed graph-rewriting systems
and employs storyboards to define graph transformations. This approach adopts elements of
UML activity diagrams to model the rule execution’s control flow supporting looping and conditional branching. The visualization of the graph-rewriting rules is based on the notation of
UML collaboration diagram and uses stereotyped elements to indicate the modifications performed on the host graph. Storyboards support a wealth of features concerning the definition
of a fine-grained control flow as well as the specification of graph transformation. In order to
execute a transformation, Fujaba provides a code generator for storyboards that produces professional Java code, which can be exported and used in external projects. The Storydiagram
Tool for Eclipse eliminates the need of compiled code and uses an interpreter to perform the
modifications defined in a storyboard. Though the Storydiagram Tool does not support all of
Fujaba’s features, it remains an interesting option due to its support for Ecore-based models.
In contrast to the above described tools, the Operation Recorder provides a by example environment to define model transformations. Starting with an initial model, the user demonstrates
the modifications describing the intended transformation, which are saved to the revised model.
After the state-based comparison between the initial and revised model has been conducted, a
set of pre- and postcondition templates is derived semi-automatically. These templates may be
refined by the user in a second step. The OR presents a promising starting point for further
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investigations due to its rich set of features and ability to operate on Ecore-based models. However, its lack of a concise formal basis concerning its implementation of graph transformations
is disadvantegous.
Summarizingly, it can be stated that the combination of the Operation Recorder’s by example environment and the expressnivess of Fujaba’s storyboard notation present an interesting
basis for further analysis. In order to eliminate the Operation Recorder’s lack of a formal basis,
the following chapter presents a conceptual formalization on the basis of graph transformation
theory presented in Chapter 2 and an operational formalization based on the T-Core module [59]
for the Operation Recorder.
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CHAPTER

Formalization of the Operation
Recorder
The benefits of formalizing graph transformations are manifold. Blostein et al. [11] stressed the
importance of theoretical foundations for graph transformations to provide means to (1) reason
about and (2) proof the correctness of rewriting rules. Further, with an adequate formal basis, the
convergence rules of graph transformations may be studied. Finally and in the current endeavor
of significance, formalization enables and enhances the comparability of different theoretical approaches. The comparability is hereby achieved by mapping or aligning correspondent concepts
according to some measure of equivalence. In this sense, a conceptual alignment is proposed
with the aim to establish a correspondence between equivalent constructs.
Nomenclature. Following the naming of previous chapters, a rule refers to a graph rewriting
rule in its most general form based on no particular approach; a production refers to a graph
rewriting rule based on the double pushout approach as introduced in Definition 2.2.1; and a
(graph) transformation describes a sequence of rules. Further, a host graph or instance, usually
denoted by G, refers to graph that is typed over some type graph, and to which rules or productions are applied to. Note however, that a host graph typed over Ecore [18] is referred to as input
model.

4.1

Overview

The conceptual alignment presented in the following aims to identify and match equivalent concepts, i.e., those provided by the Operation Recorder and those found in the theory of graph
transformation. Therefore, it needs to be shown that the concepts provided by the Operation
Recorder and those found in the theory of graph transformation are equivalent. From a conceptual perspective, the OR provides constructs to describe pre- and postconditions, including optional, positive as well as negative conditions, by means of templates. The graph transformation
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theory based on the double pushout approach provides a rule-based transformation framework
using productions with application conditions to describe modifications on graphs, pushouts to
apply productions to graphs, and graph constraints to ensure the integrity of graphs throughout
the transformation process.
In order to measure the degree of alignability between concepts of a domain A and a domain
B, the notion of the result equivalence is proposed. Hereby, a conceptual alignment is achieved if
the results ‘produced’ by the application of the concepts of domain A to some problem domain P
are ‘re-producible’ by the application of the concepts of domain B to P . Note that this approach
does not intend to map a single concept of domain A in a one-to-one manner to another concept
of domain B, but rather views the concepts of both domains as a toolbox from which appropriate
‘tools’ are drawn to achieve the result of the opposite domain, respectively.
The result equivalence with respect to the transformation of graphs is formally introduced as
follows.
Definition 4.1.1 (result equivalence w.r.t. the transformation of graphs). Given two graph
transformation concepts CA and CB defined over domains A and B, respectively, the concepts
are said to be equivalent, denoted by CA ≡ CB , iff the application of the concepts CA to
some graph G resulting in a derived graph GA , written as G `CA GA , can be re-produced
by G `CB GB such that GA and GB are isomorphic. Thus, the result equivalence w.r.t. the
transformation of graphs is defined by the existence of an isomorphism i : GA → GB between
derived graphs GA and GB .
In the context of this thesis, the OR and the DPO-based graph transformation theory represent the domains, whose concepts are applied to the problem domain of graphs with the aim
to produce a transformation thereof. Consequently, the question arises if the derivation of the
initial set of pre- and postconditions and its later refinements induce a production in the sense
of the double pushout approach. Concerning the refinements of the initial set of conditions, the
investigation of a correct derivation of a double pushout production needs to be extended to include the treatment of (a) optional templates, (b) non-existence templates, (c) the OR’s negative
application condition model, and (d) the iterator templates.

4.2

Prerequisites

Due to the Operation Recorder’s mode of operation, two theoretical additions are presented
prior to the actual conceptual alignment. Hereby, the ‘simple’ type graph, introduced in Definition 2.1.5, is gradually extended to attributed type graphs with inheritance, composition and
multiplicities. These extensions will allow the usage of the Ecore metamodel as a type graph.
f

In a second step, the theory behind the reverse engineering of a co-production p∗ : G ←
−
g
D →
− H (see Definition 2.2.3) is presented, which allows the derivation of a corresponding
l
r
production p : L ←
−K →
− R at a match m : L → G. This in turn allows the extraction of a
production based solely on the differences between an initial graph G and a revised graph H.
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4.2.1

Attributed Type Graphs with Inheritance, Composition and Multiplicities

As the Operation Recorder employs Ecore as its metamodel, i.e., Ecore acts as the type graph,
the concept of the ‘simple’ type graph requires additional extensions to allow the application
of productions input models typed over Ecore. Therefore, the technical introduction of Ecore
given in Section 3.2 and the Ecore metamodel depicted in Figure 3.9 is now complemented by a
theoretical presentation focusing on graph transformation relevant details.
In principle, the Ecore metamodel consists of a set of type nodes, i.e., EClass elements,
and a set of type edges, i.e., EReference elements. Ecore allows to associate additional information with both nodes and edges, which is expressed by structural features, e.g., attributes.
Multiplicities, which specify an upper and a lower bound for the number of allowed relations
between two types, are an example for attributes associated with edges. Further, Ecore implicitly defines inheritance edges with the eSuperTypes relation of the EClass type, which define
a subtype-supertype relation. In addition, Ecore provides composition associations represented
the containment attribute of EReferences, which define a relation between a containing element,
i.e., the container, and a contained element, i.e., the containee.
Since the Ecore metamodel is a reference implementation of the OMG’s Meta Object Facility [48], Ecore and its instances, i.e., Ecore-based models, must adhere to the structural requirements specified by the MOF standard. Thus, Ecore supports multiple inheritance, i.e., a node
may inherit the features of more than one supertype. On the instance level, Ecore-based models
contains
contains
must not contain cyclic containment relations, i.e., A −−−−−→ B −−−−−→ A where A and B
are nodes. Note however, that this restriction does not apply to the meta level, e.g., Ecore itself,
which may define containment cycles to express part-of relations of one and the same type (think
of tasks consisting of a set of sub-tasks). Moreover, each containee must be uniquely contained
by at most one container. Again, this restriction only applies to the instance level. For example,
on the meta level both a supercomputer and a notebook contain a node of type processing-unit.
On the instance level, however, one and the same instance of a processing-unit must not be contained by both an instance of type supercomputer and an instance of type notebook. Finally, all
nodes of an Ecore-based model must be transitively contained by a single node, called the root.
These structural requirements need to be taken into consideration if DPO-based productions
are applied to graphs typed over Ecore. Therefore, starting with the concept of attributes, the
definition of type graphs and its instance graphs is extended to incorporate inheritance and composition as well as multiplicities.
Attributes. Attributes are used to associate additional information with nodes or edges. This
information is naturally expressed as name-value pairs. The range of values allowed to be assigned to the attributes is usually restricted, e.g., the range of values assignable to the attribute
name age is restricted to the set of positive integers Z+ .
In order to attribute nodes and edges with name-value pairs, node-attribute and edge-attribute
edges, which carry the name of the attribute, and data nodes, which store the value assigned to
the attribute, are introduced. Since the attribution of edges requires that an edge-attribute edge
emerges from another edge, i.e., an edge-attribute has an edge as its source, a new type of graph
is required. Hence, E-graphs are introduced, which allow edges having another edge as their
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source (as opposed to a source node). E-graphs provide the supporting structure for node and
edge attribution via name-value pairs, which is implemented as a combination of attribute-edges
and data nodes. The definition of graphs is extended to E-graphs
G = (VG , EG , sG , tG , VD , EVA , EEA , sVA , tVA , sEA , tEA )
by the set VD of data nodes, the set EVA of node-attribute edges, and the set EEA of edgeattribute edges. Further, the source functions sVA and sEA define the source node v ∈ VG
or the source edge e ∈ EG of a node-attribute edge eVA ∈ EVA or an edge-attribute edge
eEA ∈ EEA , respectively. Likewise, the target function tVA and tEA map a node-attribute or an
edge-attribute edge to a data node vD ∈ VD . A morphism between E-graphs G1 and G2 is an
E-graph morphism f : G1 → G2 such that the respective sources and targets of sG , tG , sVA ,
tVA , sEA , tEA are preserved (cf. Definition 2.1.3).
An attributed graph AG = (G, D) is the extension of an E-graph G by an algebra D that
describes the range of values assignable to attributes. An algebra is defined over a data signature,
which consists of a set S of sorts and a set OP of operations closed under the sorts. Operations
without parameters are called constants, i.e., operations of arity 0. While a signature provides
the syntax, an algebra provides a semantical model, i.e., one of possibly many implementations
for the signature [24]. For example, the signature INT of positive integers is defined by sorts S
and operations OP
S = {int}
OP = {succ: int → int,
one :→ int},
where one is a constant. An algebra defined over INT could now assign the set of positive
integers Z+ to the sort int, called the carrier set Aint of int, and define the constant one = 1 ∈
Z+ . Then, the operation succ : Aint → Aint := x 7→ x + one might be defined as the successor
function.
The algebra D of an attributed graph AG defines the set of data nodes VD , i.e., elements
defined by algebra D are included in the set VD of data nodes, written as D ,→ VD , which
denotes an (injective) inclusion morphism. An attributed graph morphism f = (fG , fD ) :
AG 1 → AG 2 between attributed graphs AG 1 = (G1 , D1 ) and AG 2 = (G2 , D2 ) is defined as
an E-graph morphism fG : G1 → G2 and an algebra homomorphism fD : D1 → D2 , which
ensures that ∀d ∈ D1 : fD (d) ,→ VD2 , i.e., all elements d ∈ D1 have a corresponding image
fD (d) ∈ D2 which is included in VD2 . Such an attributed graph morphism, AG-morphism for
short, is said to be algebra preserving.
Attributed graphs may be typed by attributed, type graphs, which are defined as a tuple
ATG = (TG, Z) with type graph TG and final algebra Z over a data signature S. Hereby, a
final algebra Z defines a greatest fixed point for all algebras A over a data signature S in the
sense that there exist unique homomorphisms zA : A → Z for all A [24]. For example, the
final algebra Z over the signature INT is defined as Zint = {int}, one Z = int ∈ Zint , and
succ Z : Zint → Zint := int 7→ int.
Analogous to graphs and typed graphs (see Definition 2.1.5), an attributed graph morphism
f : AG 1 → AG 2 and type morphisms t1 : AG 1 → ATG and t2 : AG 2 → ATG are defined
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such that t2 ◦ f = t1 :
AG 1H

HHH

f

t1 HH
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A production p : L ←
−K→
− R of attributed, typed graphs L, K, and R with AG-morphisms
l : K → L and r : K → R transforms a graph G at match m : L → G to a graph H as outlined
in Definition 2.2.8.
Inheritance. In order to establish subtype to supertype relations, the previously introduced
attributed type graph ATG, subsequently referred to as the base type graph, is extended by
a separate inheritance graph. The inheritance graph I consists of the set VI of nodes, which
contains all nodes of the base type graph, i.e., VI = VATG , and the set EI ⊆ VI × VI of socalled inheritance edges. The inheritance edges define the subtypes I relation between nodes
subtypes

I
v, w ∈ VI , written either in infixed notation v −−−−−−→
w, or written as set notation (v, w) ∈
subtypes I . Moreover, the inheritance edges establish the so-called inheritance clan clan(w)I
for each node v ∈ IV . The inheritance clan of w contains all type nodes, which are direct or
indirect subtypes of w in the inheritance hierarchy. Viewing the inheritance hierarchy as a tree
structure rooted in w and using a recursively defined operation

subtypes

I
path(w, w) := {w −−−−−−→
w}

subtypes

I
path(v, w) := {v −−−−−−→
x} ∪ path(x, w)

subtypes

I
if x ∈ IV : x −−−−−−→
∗w

over the subtypes I relation, which describes a path from subtype v to supertype w; then,
clan(w)I = {v ∈ VI | path(v, w)} is the reflexive, transitive closure of all nodes, for which
there exists a path from v to w in the inheritance tree. Finally, the inheritance concept introduces
abstract nodes. In contrast to concrete nodes, abstract nodes cannot be instantiated by instance
graphs, e.g., host graphs. Consequently, a production’s right-hand side graph R may not add abstract nodes to the derived graph, i.e., the set R\r(K) of newly created nodes must not contain
abstract nodes. However, the left-hand side graph L and the interface graph K, i.e., all nodes
preserved by the production, may contain abstract nodes.
An attributed type graph with inheritance may now be defined as the tuple
ATGI = (ATG, I, A)
consisting of the base type graph ATG = (TG, Z) with E-graph TG and final algebra Z,
the inheritance graph I, and the set A of abstract nodes [21]. For the purpose of reusing the
existing theory established for attributed type graphs, the attributed type graph with inheritance
is flattened by propagating all edges and attributes from the supertype level to the most concrete
subtype level [21]. The flattening procedure produces the so-called closure of the attributed
type graph with inheritance. As a result of the flattening procedure, the inheritance graph I
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may be discarded, because all the information, which the inheritance graph provided, has been
made explicit by the down-propagation of all edges and attributes. Further, if the set A of
abstract nodes is removed from the thus obtained closure, the closure is said to be concrete. The
concrete closure of ATGI is written as ATG c (note the omission of I). Otherwise, i.e., the
abstract nodes are retained, the closure is said to be abstract. The abstract closure is written
as ATG a . Instance graphs may now be defined over the abstract or the concrete closure of
ATGI , resulting in either abstract or concrete instance graphs, respectively. Note that both
abstract and concrete instance graphs are in fact attributed, typed graphs as defined above, due
to the omission of the inheritance graph [21]. The abstract and the concrete instance graphs are
denoted by AG a and AG c , respectively.
Instead of typing the instance graphs by their respective closure with a type morphism t :
x
AG → ATG x , x ∈ {a, c}, a so-called clan type morphism is employed [21, 24]. A clan type
morphism is defined by ctp : AG → AGTI , where
ctp = (ctp V : VG → VATGI ,
ctp VD : VD → VDATGI ,
ctp E : EG → EATGI ,
ctp ENA : ENAG → ENAATGI ,
ctp EEA : EEAG → EEAATGI ,
ctp D : D → Z).
A clan type morphism ctp : AG → AGTI maps (1) source and target nodes of edges
e ∈ EG as well as source nodes of edges eNA ∈ ENAG in a clan preserving manner, e.g.,
ctp V ◦ sG (e) ∈ clan I (sATGI ◦ ctp E (e)), e ∈ EG , (2) edges in a source and target function
preserving manner, e.g., ctp VD ◦ tNAG (emathitN A ) = tNAATGI ◦ ctp ENA , and (3) attributes in an
algebra preserving manner, i.e., ctp D (d) ,→ VDATGI .
The following figure depicts the clan preserving property of the clan type morphism ctp :
AG → AGTI for edges e ∈ EG (cf. Definition 2.1.3).
G:
ctp :

v1 o

ctp V



AT GI :

sG

clan I (v10 ) o

e

tG

ctp V

ctp E

sT G



e0

/ v2

tT G


/ clan I (v 0 )
2

Thus, in contrast to a type morphism in the sense of Definition 2.1.3, a clan type morphism
establishes the typing of instance graphs with a combination of functions. However, it is possible
to show that each clan type morphism ctp : AG → AGTI corresponds uniquely to a type
morphism t : AGx → ATG x , x ∈ {a, c} [21].
Likewise to closures and instance graphs, a clan type morphism is said to be concrete, written
as ctpc , if it does not map any node v ∈ VG to an abstract node, i.e., ctp V (v) 6∈ A, ∀v ∈ VG .
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Further, a clan type morphism ctp 0 is said to be finer than or a refinement of ctp, denoted by
ctp 0 ≤ ctp, if ctp 0V (v) ∈ clan I (ctp V (v)), ∀v ∈ VG [21].
Building on the above presented theory, it is now possible to define abstract and concrete
productions. However, two restrictions need to be considered. First, newly created nodes of the
right-hand side graph R must be mapped to a concrete type, and second, the nodes preserved
l
by the production must not change their type. An abstract production is defined by p = (L ←
−
r
K→
− R, ctp) with ctp = (ctp L : L → ATGI , ctp K : K → ATGI , ctp R : R → ATGI ) [21].
In contrast to abstract productions, concrete productions require the clan type morphism to be
concrete. By employing the flattening procedure mentioned above, every abstract productions
can be expressed by a set of concrete productions (see [21]). As a consequence, it needs to
be shown that the typing established by a concrete clan type morphism is equivalent to an AGmorphism, which is proven in [21]. Hence, the theory provided in Chapter 2 applies to attributed,
typed graphs with inheritance as well.
Composition. A composition builds a composite object from a set of constituting parts implying that the life cycle of the parts is bound to composite object’s life cycle, i.e., if the
composite is destroyed all of its parts are destroyed as well [51, 53]. Consequently, a composition may be viewed as an ownership relation [50] established between a composite node,
i.e., the container, and its part nodes, i.e., the containees. The relationship between a container and its containees is modeled as a containment relation (cf. Ecore). The definition of
attributed type graphs with inheritance is thus extended by a set C of containment edges where
C ⊆ EAT G . An attributed type graphs with inheritance and composition is denoted by the
tuple ATGIC = (ATG, I, A, C), which is subsequently abbreviated to T G. These containment edges define the contains T G relation between nodes, written either in infix notation, i.e.,
xcontains T G y, or in set notation, i.e., (x, y) ∈ contains T G with x, y ∈ VT G being either the
source or the target of a containment edge, respectively [9, 40]. The contains T G relation is
transitive, i.e., if (x, y) ∈ contains T G and (y, z) ∈ contains T G , then (x, z) ∈ contains T G , and
is propagated down the flattened inheritance tree, i.e., if (x, y) ∈ contains T G , then (x0 , y 0 ) ∈
containsT G , ∀(x0 , y 0 ) ∈ clanI (x) × clanI (y). If there exists a node r ∈ VT G \A such that
(r, v) ∈ contains T G , ∀v ∈ VT G \{A ∪ {r}}, then r is referred to as the root type and the
resulting type graph T G is called sound [9].
A typed graph with containment edges, e.g., an instance graph of an attributed type graph
with inheritance and composition, is called a C-graph. A C-graph G has a distinctive set CG of
containment edges with CG ⊆ EG , which induce a transitive containment relation contains G ,
defined as the set of node-pairs (x, y) ∈ VG × VG where s(e) = x is the source and t(e) = y the
target of a containment edge e [9]. Further, a C-graph must fulfill certain structural requirements
(cf. Ecore): Firstly, a C-graph may not contain cyclic containment relations, i.e., (x, x) 6∈
contains G , ∀x ∈ VG , and secondly, each containee is contained in at most one container, i.e.,
tG (e1 ) = tG (e2 ) =⇒ e1 = e2 where e1 , e2 ∈ CG . On the instance level, a C-graph is
said to be rooted if there exists a node r transitively containing all other nodes, i.e., (r, v) ∈
contains G , ∀v ∈ GV [9].
The typing of C-graphs is conducted with clan type morphisms ctp as introduced for attributed type graphs with inheritance, which are containment preserving, i.e., ctp C (c) ∈ CT G ,
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∀c ∈ CG , in addition to being clan-, source and target function-, as well as algebra preserving
(see Inheritance above) [40].
Before introducing productions for attributed, typed graphs with inheritance and composition, the set of cycle-endangered1 containment edges CCycle needs to be defined in order to
enforce the above mentioned restriction that a C-graph must not contain cyclic containment relations. The set of cycle-endangered containment edges CCycle is defined on the type level and
contains all containment edges that form a containment cycle in the type graph T G taking the inheritance clan into consideration. Consequently, all containment edges, which might constitute a
containment cycle on the instance level, are collected. It is important to note that edges forming
a containment cycle in T G may span nodes on different levels of the inheritance hierarchy. The
following diagram depicts a type graph containing a containment cycle that spans two levels of
the inheritance hierarchy:
c1

s

t

t0

t00

c2

s0

Hereby, the containment edges c1 and c2 are added to the set CCycle ; for, they define a
containment cycle between type nodes t00 and s0 . Hereby, type node t00 acts as a container of
subtypes of s as inherited by its supertype t, and s0 acts as a container of nodes of type t0 .
A production typed over attributed type graphs with inheritance and composition is defined
l
r
by the tuple p = (L ←
−K→
− R, ctp) where ctp = (ctp L : L → TG, ctp K : K → TG, ctp R :
R → TG) (cf. Inheritance) and is said to be consistent if
1. a containment edge pointing to a containee, which is removed by the production, is removed as well,
2. a containment edge is created for each newly created nodes, which is required to be contained in a container,
3. the target tG (c) = n of containment edge c, which is removed by the production, is either
removed as well or moved to another container such that a newly created containment
edge c0 points to n, i.e., tG (c0 ) = n,
4. a newly created containment edge either points to a newly created node or a node, which
is preserved by the production but moved to another container,
5. the creation of a cycle-endangered containment edge always moves a containee o either
up or down the containment hierarchy [9].
1

In the literature, cycle-endangered is also called cycle-capable [9].
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The last consistency rule is best illustrated with an example: Let m and n be containers
and o a containee, then a production moves o up the containment hierarchy if the containment
relations of the left-hand side graph L, given by
(m, n) ∈ contains L ∧ (n, o) ∈ contains L ,
are changed to
(m, n) ∈ contains R ∧ (m, o) ∈ contains R ∧ (n, o) 6∈ contains R
in the right-hand side graph R. Likewise, a production moves o down the containment hierarchy
if the left-hand side graph L defines containment relations
(m, n) ∈ contains L ∧ (m, o) ∈ contains L ,
which are changed to
(m, n) ∈ contains R ∧ (n, o) ∈ contains R ∧ (m, o) 6∈ contains R
in the right-hand side graph R.
Assuming that m, n, and o are source and target nodes of cycle-endangered containment
edges the above mentioned consistency rule ensures that transformations are free of containmentcycles.
Multiplicities. Multiplicities may be associated with either nodes or the source and target ends
of edges to restrict the number of their occurrence, respectively. Hereby, multiplicities are denoted as a pair of [i, j] with a lower bound i, an upper bound j, and i ≤ j. In order to allow
the upper bound to grow toward infinity the “∗” notation known from UML is used. Auxiliary
functions mV , msrc , and mtar , which assign multiplicity pairs to nodes as well as source and
target ends of edges, respectively, extend the definition of a type graph with inheritance2 . The
multiplicities are semantically enforced by counting the occurrences of all nodes v ∈ VG , which
are mapped to the inheritance hierarchy of v 0 ∈ VT G , and comparing the amount to the multiplicities constraints of v 0 , i.e., mV (v 0 ). The set of nodes v ∈ VG mapped to clan I (v 0 ) by the
clan morphism ctp V (v) is denoted by v̂ 0 = {v ∈ VG | ctp V (v) ∈ clan I (v 0 )}. Then the amount
of elements within a set X is written as |X| and |X| ∈ [i, j] if |X| ≥ i and |X| ≤ j or j = ∗.
For example, |v̂ 0 | denotes the amount of nodes mapped from G to the inheritance hierarchy of
v 0 ∈ VT G . Likewise, the multiplicities of edges are enforced, i.e.,
|ŝe0 | = |{e ∈ EG | ctp V ◦ sG (e) ∈ clan I (sT G ◦ ctpE (e))}|
and
|t̂e0 | = |{e ∈ EG | ctp V ◦ tG (e) ∈ clan I (tT G ◦ ctpE (e))}|
represent the number of occurrences of the source and target nodes associated with a specific
edge, respectively. Since multiplicities impose restrictions on the instance graphs, it seems only
2

For the sake of simplicity, attributes and composition are omitted, yet the same principles apply as stated above.
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natural to express them as graph constraints or application conditions as shown in [62]. Building
on the series of examples based on the type graph introduced in Example 2.1.7, the proper usage
of graph constraints to impose additional restrictions on the instance graphs is demonstrated in
the following.
Example 4.2.1 (node multiplicities). In order to restrict the total number of process-units P to
at least one but no more than two, the following graph constraint could be used to enforce the
desired multiplicities:
P C( ∅

a

P

)

∧

N C( ∅

a

P

P

P

)

Hereby, the first part of the constraint demands the presence of a process-unit P , while the
second prohibits the presence of three or more process-units P . Note that the constraint is
applied to all instance graphs due to the usage of the empty graph ∅ in morphism a (see the
discussion following Definition 2.2.11).

Conclusion. With the introduction of attributed, type graphs with inheritance, composition and
multiplicities, Ecore-based models may be transformed by DPO productions with application
conditions as presented in Chapter 2. Yet, a sound and formal method to derive a production
from the differences detected between an initial and a revised model is still required and is thus
presented in the next section.

4.2.2

Minimal Rule Extraction

In [10], Bisztray et al. presented a technique to reverse engineer a production if the host graph
G, the derived graph H constructed by the yet unknown production p, and their context graph
D constitute all the information available to infer the appropriate production p. The reverse
l
engineering process is described as the extraction of a minimal rule or production p : L ←
−
f

r

g

K→
− R given the co-production co-production p∗ : G ←
−D→
− H (see Definition 2.2.3).
Hereby, a production p : L ← K → R, which is applicable to host graph G and directly
derives graph H via context graph D, is said to be minimal iff for all productions p0 : L0 ←
K 0 → R0 with an injective morphism K 0 → D there exist unique morphisms L → L0 , K → K 0 ,
R → R0 , and both p and the composition of p0 following p derive H from G as shown in the
following diagram [10, 61].
L

l

K

r

R

L0

l0

K0

r0

R0

G

f

D

g

H
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Denote the host graph by G and the derived graph by H, then, intuitively, the process to
extract a minimal production p, which derives H from G, constructs the left-hand side graph as
L = G ∩ H + G\H and the right-hand side graph as R = G ∩ H + H\G [10].
f

g

Formally, the minimal rule is extracted as follows. Given a co-production p∗ : G ←
−D→
−
H, the extraction of a minimal rule starts with the construction of the so-called initial pushouts
IPO1 and IPO2 over f and g, respectively, as shown in the diagram below.
L1
m1

G

B1

l1

B2
b1

(IPO1 )

b2

r1
(IPO2 )

n1

g

D

f

R1
H

Hereby, initiality of a pushout PO1 , which constructs pushout object D, refers to the property that PO1 may be included in any other pushout P O∗ constructing D. For example, in the
case of IPO1 , for each pushout hG, f : D → G, m01 : L01 → Gi over hb01 : B10 → D, l10 : B10 →
L01 i, there exist inclusion morphisms b∗1 : B1 → B10 and m∗1 : L1 → L01 such that b∗1 ◦ b01 = b1
and m∗1 ◦ m01 = m1 as depicted in the following diagram [24].
b1

B1

b∗
1

b01

l10

l1

L1

B10

m∗
1

L01

D
f

m01

G

m1

Essential to the construction of the initial pushouts is the creation of the boundary objects
B1 and B2 , and the context objects L1 and R1 . Recall from above that the applicability of a
production to some graph G is given by the existence of a context graph D. The existence
of the context graph D is guaranteed if the gluing condition is satisfied (see Definition 2.2.5).
Assuming the injectivity of the extracted, minimal production, it is necessary to ensure that B1
and B2 contain the required dangling points3 [24]. The gluing condition is thus fulfilled if B1
contains all nodes v ∈ D, where f (v) 6∈ G\f (D) and which are either the source or the target
of an edge in the set G\f (D), i.e.,
B1 = {v ∈ D | f (v) 6∈ G\f (D) ∧ ∃e ∈ EG\f (D) : sG (e) = f (v) ∨ tG (e) = f (v)},
and B2 is constructed symmetrically as
B2 = {v ∈ D | g(v) 6∈ H\g(D) ∧ ∃e ∈ EH\g(D) : sG (e) = g(v) ∨ tG (e) = g(v)}.
In addition to the nodes, which have no preimage in D, i.e., nodes, which are either removed or
created by the production, the context objects L1 and R1 are required to contain all nodes of B1
3

Due to the assumed injectivity, the set of identification points is empty, i.e., IP = ∅.
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and B2 , respectively, and the edges connecting these nodes. The edges are necessary to create a
proper pushout object G (cf. Example 2.1.8). Thus, the context objects are defined as
L1 = G\f (D) ∪ f (b1 (B1 ))
and
R1 = H\g(D) ∪ g(b2 (B2 )).
Next, the pullback object P of B1 and B2 is constructed as shown in the following diagram.
P
p1

L1
m1

G

l1

p2

B1

B2
b1

(IPO1 )

b2

R1

(IPO2 )
g

D

f

r1

n1

H

The pullback is the dual of the pushout. The construction of a pullback is hereby conducted
by collecting all elements of graphs A and B, which are belong to the same equivalence class.
Hence, a pullback describes the intersection A ∩ B of the graphs A and B (cf. Example 2.1.10).
Due to the injectivity of b1 and b2 , the pullback object P consists of all elements of B1 and
B2 that have a common image in D, i.e., P = {v1 ∈ VB1 , v2 ∈ VB2 | b1 (v1 ) = b2 (v2 )} (see
[24]).
The existence of a pullback object P leads to derivation of the interface graph K, which is
constructed as a pushout
hK, b01 : B1 → K, b02 : B2 → Ki over hp1 , p2 i,
as shown in the following diagram.
P

p1

B1

p2

(PO1 )

b01

B2

b02

K

b1

b2

k

D

Note that due to the existence of the pushout object K, i.e., the interface graph, and due
to the universal property of pushouts introduced in Definition 2.1.8, there must exist a unique
morphism k : K → D.
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Finally, the left-hand side graph L and the right-hand side graph R are constructed as
pushouts
hL, l : K → L, l10 : L1 → Li over hb01 , l1 i
and
hR, r : K → R, r10 : R1 → Ri over hb02 , r1 i.
The morphism m : L → G and n : R → H are induced by the compositionality of
pushouts [24], i.e., pushouts hG, m, f i over hl, ki and hH, n, gi over hr, ki result from the composition of (PO4 ) = (IPO1 ) + (PO2 ) and (PO5 ) = (IPO2 ) + (PO3 ), respectively.
L
m (PO4 )
m1

G

K

l
l10

b01

(PO2 )

L1

l1
(IPO1 )
f

B1

b2

D

r10

(PO3 )

B2

k
b1

R

r
b02

r1

R1

(IPO2 )
g

(PO5 )

n

n1

H

Conclusion. The extraction of a minimal rule is conducted by chaining a series of pushout and
pullback constructions; the theory of which is presented in Chapter 2. The extraction technique
considers all, but no more than, the relevant nodes and edges, which are actually affected by the
transformation. These relevant nodes and edges constitute the left-hand side and the right-hand
side of the extracted production.
With the ability to reverse engineer a co-production consisting of an initial graph G, a context
graph D, and the revised graph H it is possible to show that an operation created with the
Operation Recorder produces the same results as the minimal production extracted by the above
described technique.

4.3

Alignment of Operations and Productions

The Operation Recorder describes a transformation as an operation which consists of a set Tpre
= TP pre of precondition templates, the set Tpost of postcondition templates, the initial model
Minit and the revised model Mrev . In addition, an operation contains the match model Mmatch
and the diff model Mdiff , which relate the elements of the initial to those of the revised model.
Hereby, the match model identifies elements, which are preserved by the operation, while the diff
model highlights the changes made to the initial model by the addition and removal of elements.
Since the information provided by the diff model is described by the inverse of the match model,
i.e., elements which are not preserved by the operation are either added or removed, the diff
model is discarded from further treatment.
An operation O may thus be referred to as a tuple
O = (Minit , Mmatch , Mrev , Tpre , Tpost ).
In order to formally describe the graphs representing the set of pre- and postcondition templates, Tpre and Tpost , respectively, the notion of the template graph is introduced. A template
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graph extends the concept of attributed, typed graphs by allowing the assignment of functions
to attributes, in addition to the concrete value assignments. Functions are hereby required to be
closed under the algebra, which defines them, and must be free of side effects. Functions may
be parametrized, and may yield different results for different parameters.
The set VD of data nodes is now complemented by a set VF of function nodes, where VD ∪VF
constitutes the set VA of attribute assignments. An evaluation morphism e : VF → VD assigns
to each function node vF ∈ VF an appropriate data node vD ∈ VD . Note that each data node
value may be represented by a constant c ∈ VF , i.e., a function of arity 0, leading to a trivial
evaluation morphism between the constant and the data node value itself.
The ‘result’ of an evaluation morphism e is a so-called evaluation graph T e of the corresponding template graph T, i.e., a graph having only concretely valued attribute assignments,
which results from the evaluation of each function node in the template graph and its subsequent replacement with the corresponding data node in the evaluation graph. Consequently, an
evaluation graph is an attributed, typed graph as introduced in Section 4.2.1. Clearly, there may
exist infinitely many evaluation graphs for a given template graph, if parametrized functions are
assigned to attributes. In this manner, the set of all possible evaluation morphisms e : VF → VD
for a template graph T is denoted by êT .
A template graph (T-)morphism tp : T1 → T2 is defined between template graphs T1
and T2 such that the attribute assignments are preserved. Thus, a template graph morphism
tp : T1 → T2 is said to be assignment preserving iff
∀e0 ∈ êT1 ∃e00 ∈ êT2 : tp VD ◦ e0 = e00 ◦ tp VF ,
0

00

i.e., there exists a unique AG-morphism f : T1e → T2e between the evaluation graphs resulting
from e0 and e00 , respectively:
TF0

tp V

TF00

e0

=

e00

tp V

00
TD

0
TD

F

D

As a consequence of the representation of concrete data node values by constants, template
graph morphisms are defined for concretely valued graphs, i.e., evaluation graphs, as well.
Viewing the components of an operation O as graphs, the morphisms depicted in the following diagram may be established, and the derivation of a graph H from G can be described
accordingly.
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Minit

Mmatch

i

Mrev

r

tp i

tp r

Tpre

Tpost

tp

m

n

G

H

The first step in applying an operation to a host graph G to derive graph H is to construct
a binding between Tpre and G. Metaphorically, the template graph Tpre provides a translation
layer that mediates between elements of the Minit and G. Formally, Tpre may be regarded as the
explication of the pre-image relation between Minit and G. Since Tpre contains a precondition
template txpre for each element x ∈ Minit , where x = tp i (txpre ) is an image of txpre , an element
y ∈ G is pre-image related to x if y = m(txpre ), written as m(txpre ) ∼ tp i (txpre ). If it is possible to
pre-image relate all elements of G to all elements of Minit via template graph Tpre , a binding has
been successfully devised. Similarly, the template graph Tpost establishes pre-image relations
between elements of Mrev and H.
The actual transformation described by the operation O is implicitly given by the template
graph morphism tp : Tpre → Tpost . Actually, the transformation is derived from the example
production
i
r
p# : Minit ←− Mmatch −→ Mrev ,
which indicates the removed, preserved and added elements, i.e., the set Minit \i(Mmatch ),
Mmatch = Minit ∩ Mrev , and Mrev \r(Mmatch ) of elements, respectively. Employing the previously established pre-image relations, these changes are propagated down to the host graph G
to derive H as indicated by the example production p# .
Obviously, an operation created with the OR may easily be adopted to express its transformation by means of the double pushout approach as presented in Section 2.2.
Minit
tp i

Mmatch

i

b1

(PB1 )

Tpre

B1

b01

(PO2 )
0
Tpre

m1

tp 0m

1

(PB3 )

Tmatch
(PO1 )
0
Tmatch

Mrev

r

b2
m2

(PB2 )

B2

b02

tp r

Tpost
(PO3 )

tp 0m

2

0
Tpost

0
In the above diagram, the interface graph Tmatch
is created as a combination of a pullback
and a subsequent pushout construction (cf. Section 4.2.2). Hereby, the template graphs B1
and B2 are constructed as pullbacks, which retain the function assignments of Tpre and Tpost ,
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thus discarding the concrete value assignments of Mmatch . Next, the template graph Tmatch is
0
created as a pullback object and, based thereon, Tmatch
is subsequently defined as the pushout
0
0
0
0 and T 0
hTmatch , b1 , b2 i over hm1 , m2 i. Finally, after the construction of pushout objects Tpre
post ,
a double pushout representation of the operation is obtained.
In regard to the pursued result equivalence, the workflow of the Operation Recorder suggests
the comparison of the initial set of pre- and postcondition templates to the minimal rule extracted
from the initial and the revised model. Recall from Section 3.4 that the initial set of pre- and
postcondition templates is inferred from the user-provided initial model and the subsequently
demonstrated modifications leading to the revised model. Since the initial model hosts no more
than the elements relevant to the transformation, and since the revised model contains no more
modifications than necessary to describe the desired transformation, the set of precondition templates created for each element in the initial model and the set of postcondition templates derived
from each modification of the revised model may be assumed to be minimal. However, the production representing the Pull-Up Field refactoring produced by the OR differs from the minimal
production extracted from the initial and the revised model.
The following example showcases the extraction of a minimal rule from the initial and the
revised model used to demonstrate the Pull-Up Field refactoring to the the OR in Section 3.4.3
and highlights the differences between the obtained results.
Example 4.3.1 (minimal rule extraction). Based on the Pull-Up Field refactoring used throughout Chapter 3, the extraction of a minimal rule from the initial model G, the match model D,
and the revised model H, as depicted in Figure 4.1, is conducted following the technique introf

g

duced in Section 4.2.2. Hereby, the co-production p∗ : G ←
−D→
− H moves the attribute name
from the salesperson class (SP) to the employer superclass (Emp) and deletes the name attribute
from the engineer class (Eng). The next step establishes the initial pushouts with border objects
B1 and B2 as well as context objects L1 and R1 . Because both SP and Eng are endpoints of
dangling edges in the graph resulting from G\f (D), SP and Eng are added to B1 . Likewise,
Emp is added to B2 ; for, it is the endpoint of the dangling edge leading to the name attribute
in H\g(D). Combining B1 and the dangling edges in G\f (D) yields the context object L1 .
Similarly, R1 is obtained from merging B2 and the dangling edges from H\g(D). Since none
of the elements hosted by B1 and B2 have a common image in D, the subsequently derived pullback object P consists of the attribute name, which is moved from the salesperson class to the
employer superclass. The left-hand side graph L, the interface graph K, and the right-hand side
graph R are then created as ordinary pushout objects. Finally, note that the inheritance edges
l
r
present in G, D, and H were omitted from the extracted production p : L ←
− K →
− , as they
neither undergo modifications nor are they affected by any of the performed changes.

While the minimal rule extraction technique considers only modified elements as relevant,
the OR is supplied the relevant elements beforehand by the user and may thus enrich the minimal
production with additional contextual elements. These additional elements do not partake in
the transformation itself, but provide necessary semantic pre- and postcondition patterns. As
a consequence, the production derived by the OR is proposed to be referred to as the minimal
semantical rule, while the production derived by the rule extraction technique presented in [10]
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L

1:Emp

R

4:name

K

1:Emp
3:Eng

4:name

5:name

2:SP

3:Eng
2:SP

L1

m

1:Emp

r

l
2:SP

B1

2:SP

3:Eng

2:SP

4:name

5:name

4:name

4:name

3:Eng

B2

1:Emp

4:name

3:Eng

R1

1:Emp

n

P

4:name
G

4:name

1:Emp

D

1:Emp
3:Eng

4:name

5:name

2:SP

1:Emp

g

f
2:SP

3:Eng

H

4:name

2:SP

3:Eng

Figure 4.1: Minimal rule extraction for the Pull-Up Field refactoring. Based on the initial graph G and
the revised graph H, the initial pushouts with graphs B1 and L1 as well as B2 and R1 are constructed.
Next, the pullback graph P is established as the intersection of B1 and B2 , such that P consists of
their common element, i.e., attribute name. The interface graph K, and subsequently the left-hand side
graph L and the right-hand side graph R are build as pushout constructions. The reverse engineered
l
r
production is extracted as a minimal rule p : L ←
− K −
→ R and contains solely elements relevant to
the transformation, i.e., only elements affected by the production. Therefore, the generalization edges
existing in G and H between Emp and SP as well as between Emp and SP are not present in L and R.

is referred to as the minimal technical rule. Clearly, the availability of the additional contextual
elements in minimal semantical rules is desirable, as it captures the intended transformation
l
r
more closely. However, while the minimal technical rule pt : Lt ←
− Kt ←
− Rt is applicable to
the set G t of host graphs via matches mi : Lt → Gi , where Gi ∈ G t , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the minimal
semantical rule ps is applicable only to a subset G s ⊆ G t of host graphs. Yet the application
of pt to a graph G ∈ G t \G s might not yield the intended and desired result. For example, the
minimal technical rule extracted in Example 4.3.1 does not contain inheritance edges between
superclass Emp and subclasses SP and Eng. Hence, the rule might be applied to host graphs
where these inheritance edges are missing; although the applicability of the rule in such a case
was, clearly, not intended nor desired.
Therefore, by restricting the set of host graphs to G s , i.e., the set of graphs that are semantically suitable, the result equivalence of the minimal technical rule pt and the minimal semantical
rule ps may be concluded, i.e., pt ≡ ps .
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4.4

Alignment of advanced concepts

The Operation provides a set of additional transformation concepts, namely optional template,
non-existence and negative templates, and iterator templates. The alignment of these advanced
concepts is outlined in the following.

4.4.1

Optional Templates

In contrast to standard or mandatory templates, optional templates do not require an appropriate
match in the host graph for the operation to be executed. Hereby, the OR employs a two phase
matching process for optional templates. First, the OR seeks bindings for all standard templates.
If all standard templates are matched successfully to elements of the host graph, the second phase
of the matching process starts to gather possible bindings for the optional templates. The second phase proceeds iteratively and successively adds bindings satisfying the respective optional
templates until no more bindings are found, and the match is complete.
The theory of graph transformation does not offer such an imperative matching mechanism,
nor does it provide means to express optional elements directly. However, by establishing an
ordering over the set of all possible combinations of optional templates such that the ordering
ensures that the combination with the maximum amount of applicable optional templates is
matched before all other applicable combinations, the imperative matching mechanism may
be simulated. Therefore, the construct of layers as supported by AGG (see Section 3.1.1) is
employed. Layers provide a method to guide the execution order of multiple rules by prohibiting
the application of rules hosted by a layer on a lower level as long as rules from higher level layers
are applicable4 . In contrast to AGG’s implementation of layers, the subsequently proposed
implementation will stop after the application of a single production or after reaching the lowest
layer. Actually, this restriction corresponds to the behavior provided by switch-statements found
in, e.g., the JavaTM programming language. Further, a mechanism to enumerate all possible
combinations of optional templates is required to emulate the iterative matching strategy of the
OR.
The desired enumeration is best captured by power sets. Coincidentally, by forming the
power set
2Opt = {O | O ⊆ Opt}
of the set Opt of optional templates, all possible combinations of optional templates are not
only enumerated, but an ordering, i.e., an assignment to appropriate rule layers, is induced as
well. The ordering induced by the power set is determined by the layer function l(O) = |O|,
where |O| denotes the number of elements contained in a subset O ∈ 2Opt . Given subsets
O1 , O2 ∈ 2Opt and a layer function l(O), then the ordering Ord (2Opt ) over 2Opt is defined by


O1 < O2 if l(O1 ) < l(O2 ),
Opt
Ord (2 ) = O1 = O2 if l(O1 ) = l(O2 ),


O1 > O2 if l(O1 ) > l(O2 ).
4

In fact, AGG handles layers the opposite way around, i.e., rules of a higher level may not be applied as long as
their exist applicable rules on a lower level layer. However, the underlying principle is the same.
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Suppose a template production ps : Tpre ← Tmatch → Tpost representing an operation
consisting solely of standard templates; then, a template production with optional templates is
defined as the ordered set of productions
P = {O ∈ 2Opt | pO = (ps , O)},
where Ord (P) = Ord (2Opt ), and pO is the standard template production ps combined with
the set O of optional templates, which is assigned to layer l(O). Depending on the type of the
optional templates oi ∈ O, 1 ≤ i ≤ |O|, they are either part of just the precondition templates
Tpre or the pre- and postcondition templates, Tpre and Tpost , respectively. For example, the
production with optional templates O = {o1 , o2 }
pO = (ps , O) : (Tpre ∪ {o1 , o2 }) ← (Tmatch ∪ {o1 }) → (Tpost ∪ {o1 })
deletes template o2 , and preserves template o1 , which acts as a structural precondition. Note
that the sole occurrence of an optional template in the postcondition templates, indicating the
addition of such an element by the production, is not possible.
The application of template productions P with optional templates starts with an arbitrary
production pO on the highest layers and tries to find a match for the precondition templates in
the host graph. This procedure continues for all productions on the highest layer. If no match
for any of these productions is found, the procedure continues with the next lower layer until
layer 0 is reached or a match for any of the productions is established. Note, at this point, that
the applicability of two productions pO1 and pO2 on the same layer is mutually exclusive, i.e.,
the set G1 and G2 of graphs, which the two productions are applicable to, respectively, are not
overlapping such that G1 ∩ G2 = ∅. Thus, there will be at most one production pO , where the
set of optional templates O hosted by the production is maximal.
Consequently, the result equivalence of optional templates as supported by the OR and the
above outlined graph transformation-based construction imitating the optionality of graph elements may be concluded.

4.4.2

Negative Application Conditions and Non-Existence Templates

The concept of negative application conditions (NAC) and non-existence (NEx) templates as
provided by the OR is aligned to simple negative application conditions as introduced in Definition 2.2.13 in a two-step procedure. Due to the structural and semantical similarities between the
OR’s NACs and NEx templates, it is first shown that each NEx template may be translated into a
corresponding NAC. This step intuitively appears feasible as the OR’s implementation of NACs
is more expressive than NEx templates (refer to the discussion in Section 3.4.1). In a second
step, the OR’s concept of NACs is aligned to the graph transformation-theoretical concept of
simple NACs, denoted by NAC (x). Finally, the special case of NEx templates hosted by a NAC
needs to be considered and integrated into the alignment process accordingly.
In order to demonstrate that each NEx template translates to a corresponding NAC, the
steps involved in the construction of a NAC need to be taken into account. Thus, recall from
Section 3.4.1, that each NAC defines its own condition model, referred to as NAC model in
the following, which initially contains a copy of each standard template from the operation’s
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precondition model. In fact, this circumstance renders the translation of a NEx template to a
NAC trivial.
Suppose a NAC model, referred to as TNAC 1 , is constructed by adding a copy of each standard template from the set T̂pre of standard precondition templates to TNAC 1 , where T̂pre ⊆
tpg[pre]. Then, an injective morphism nac 1 : T̂pre → TNAC 1 is inferred, which maps all standard templates t̂ ∈ T̂pre to their corresponding counterpart t̂0 ∈ TNAC 1 , including the edges
connecting these templates. Then, a NEx template nex ∈ Tpre is extracted from Tpre and added
to TNAC 1 in such a way that the source of the edge enex ∈ ETpre , which connects nex to some
standard template t̂ ∈ T̂pre , is preserved by the extraction, i.e.,
sTNAC 1 ◦ nac 1 (enex ) = nac 1 ◦ sTpre (enex ),
where sTNAC 1 and sTpre denote the source functions associated with graphs TNAC 1 and Tpre , respectively. A naïve approach could generate a separate NAC, i.e., TNAC i , for each NEx template
nex i ∈ Tpre . Yet, due to the conjunctive semantics of NEx templates, i.e., all NEx templates associated with an operation are required to be satisfied5 in order for an operation to be applicable,
they may be merged into a single NAC, e.g., TNAC 1 .
With the ability to express NEx templates with correspondent NACs, the alignment of NACs
to simple negative application conditions NAC (x) may be pursued. Hereby, the question arises
if the duplication of all standard templates from T̂pre to the initial NAC model restricts the expressiveness of this concept offered by the OR in comparison to the concept of simple NACs
from the graph transformation theory. For the sake of completeness, two cases need to be investigated:
1. The set of templates hosted by the NAC model TNAC is equivalent to the set T̂pre of
standard precondition templates.
2. The set of templates hosted by the NAC model TNAC contains copies of standard precondition templates, which are superfluous.
The first case may be discarded immediately, as the NAC model containing exclusively the
set T̂pre of standard precondition templates invalidates any (base) match found for Tpre . Since
the construction of the initial NAC model implies an injective morphism nac i : T̂pre → TNAC i
and due to T̂pre ⊆ Tpre , the existence of a match m : Tpre → G, where G denotes the host
graph, deduces the existence of a morphism ci : TNAC i → G. In other words, whenever the
NAC model contains no more than the copies of each standard precondition template from Tpre ,
then there will always exist a morphism ci : TNAC i → G, which renders the production (or
operation) inapplicable to the host graph G. Thus, either (1) the NAC model must contain at
∗
least one template t∗ , for which there exists no preimage in Tpre , i.e., nac −1
i (t ) 6∈ Tpre , or (2)
a copy t̂0 of a standard precondition template contains at least one condition, which has been
0
modified and is thus different from its correspondent preimage nac −1
i (t̂ ) ∈ Tpre .
5

This terminology is adopted from Definition 2.2.16, which states that a NAC is satisfied iff there does not exist
a morphism that matches the NAC to a subgraph in the host graph G.
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The treatment of the second case needs to refute the question if the applicability of a NAC
model is overly constrained by the set of copied, yet superfluous standard precondition templates. For the purpose of proving this statement wrong, suppose, without loss of generality, a
template graph Tpre hosting only standard precondition templates and the existence of a (injective) match m : Tpre → G, which maps these standard templates t̂ ∈ Tpre to images m(t̂) ∈ G.
Then, given a NAC model TNACi , which contains a copy of each standard template t̂ ∈ Tpre ,
the implied morphism nac i : Tpre → TNACi obviously maps all standard templates t̂ ∈ Tpre
injectively to images t̂0 = nac i (t̂) ∈ TNACi including those templates, which are superfluous
in TNACi . By denoting the superfluous templates contained in TNACi with t̃ ∈ Tpre (note that
the distinction is made within the set Tpre ), it becomes apparent that, if there exists an injective
morphism ci : TNACi → G, each superfluous templates is mapped to its respective element in G
such that m(t̃i ) = ci ◦ nac i (t̃i ). Thus, whenever there exists a match m, a morphism ci maps,
at least, all superfluous standard templates to G.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the set Tpre of precondition templates and a NAC model
TNACi may be safely expressed as a simple NAC in the sense of Definition 2.2.13, i.e., NAC (x :
Tpre → TNACi ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
The alignment process regarding the special construction of a NEx template, which is hosted
within a NAC model, builds upon the above presented insights. Due to the double negation
implied by this construction, the conceptual alignment is conducted by translating the NEx/NAC
combination to a notational PAC model, denoted by TPAC , which is subsequently aligned to the
concept of simple positive application conditions PAC (x) as introduced in Definition 2.2.13.
Again, two different constellations need to be considered:
1. The NEx template is connected to a copied, standard precondition template t̂ ∈ T̂pre .
2. The NEx template is connected to a template, which is not a copy of a standard precondition template.
The first case is equivalent to a simple positive application condition PAC (x : Tpre →
TPACi ) where TPACi is constructed to contain a copy of each standard precondition template
t̂ ∈ T̂pre . Then, the NEx template, which is extracted from the NAC model, is added to the PAC
model. Hereby, the NEx template is added in such a way that the source of each of its adjacent
edges is preserved (cf. the translation of NEx templates to NAC models). Similar to the construction of NAC models, a morphism pac i : Tpre → TPACi is implied by adding a copy of each
standard precondition template to TPACi . Building upon the above considerations concerning
the applicability of NAC models, which might contain superfluous standard precondition templates, the unrestricted applicability of the constructed PAC model, as compared to a PAC model
with no superfluous templates, may be concluded.

4.5

Summary

This chapter demonstrated the alignment of concepts provided by the Operation Recorder and
those provided by the theory of graph transformation. Hereby, the alignment process was guided
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by the proposed notion of result equivalence, which declares two concepts equivalent or interchangeable if their results are equal. Starting with a discussion detailing essential prerequisite
constructs required to perform the pursued conceptual alignment, the definition of graphs as
introduced in Definition 2.1.5 was extended to handle attributes, inheritance, composition and
multiplicities. Thus, it is possible to apply graph rewriting rules to Ecore-based models.
Next, a technique was introduced to extract a minimal technical rule pt from a co-production
consisting of an initial graph G, a context graph D, and the revised graph H. The extracted rule
pt is subsequently compared to the operation derived by the Operation Recorder from the userprovided initial and revised model. The derived operation is hereby referred to as the minimal
semantical rule ps , which, in contrast to the minimal technical rule, may contain additional elements not directly affected by the transformation but providing the intended semantical context.
l
r
By constraining the set G t of graphs, which pt : Lt ←
− Kt →
− Rt is applicable to via matches
mi : Lt → Gi , where Gi ∈ G t , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, to the set of semantically suitable graphs G s ⊆ G t ,
which ps is applicable to, the result equivalence between pt and ps is established. Note that the
restriction to semantically suitable graphs G ∈ G s is indeed desirable as the application of pt to
some graph G ∈ G t \G s might yield unintended results.
Finally, the alignment of advanced concepts offered by the Operation Recorder, namely optional and non-existence templates as well as negative application conditions, to correspondent
graph transformation-based constructs is demonstrated. However, due to the required theoretical
background, the conceptual alignment of iterations as provided by the Operation Recorder to the
theory of graph transformation is subject of future work.
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CHAPTER

Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis demonstrates the conceptual alignment of the Operation Recorder to the theory of
graph transformation. This alignment was rendered possible by the prior installment of a systematic, consistent, and consolidated theoretic framework, which allows the treatment of models, as,
e.g., employed in the development of software, as attributed graphs with inheritance, composition, and multiplicities. Further, a measure of equivalence was proposed to identify and align
corresponding concepts, namely the notion of result equivalence. By embedding the Operation Recorder into the graph transformation-theoretic framework and employing the notion of
result equivalence, the Operation Recorder’s operations consisting of standard, optional, nonexistence, and negative application condition templates were successfully aligned to their corresponding concepts provided by the graph transformation theory. Therefore, the aligned concepts
may be treated interchangeably leading to the conclusion that the template-based approach used
by the Operation Recorder provides a viable way to manipulate graph-based structures.
In fact, the establishment of a concise basis for the Operation Recorder allows the formal
description, manipulation, and evolution of models by means of operations. On the basis of this
formal foundation, the verification of and the reasoning about graph transformations performed
by the Operation Recorder’s operations may be conducted. However, the work presented in this
thesis is but a first step in lowering the complexities encountered in the field of model evolution.
In this respect, various open issues remain and manifold possibilities for furture work exist.
Open Issues. The list of open issues is headed by the omitted alignment of the template-based
iteration concept as employed by the Operation Recorder. Though the graph transformation
theory does not provide a comparable imperative construct, so-called amalgamated rules are
able to express iterations declaratively. Roughly spoken, the amalgamation concept is used
to specify the combined application of a kernel-rule, which is matched exactly once, and a
set of multi-rules, which are matched as long as a corresponding subgraph in the host graph is
found [19]. Hereby, it is imortant to note that the amalgamation construct requires the multi-rules
to strictly extend the match established by the kernel-rule [19]. Thus, the alignment of templatebased iterations, whose embedding into the match of an operation has the equivalent effect as
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the extension requirement imposed on mutli-rules, appears feasible. However, the Operation
Recorder supports nested iterations, for which there exists no corresponding theoretical concept.
Though the conceptual interchangeability has been demonstrated, the seamless exchange of
the constructed transformations with other tooling environments would be desirable as the tools
themselves would become interchangeable. More importantly, this would have the effect that
features are available accross tools, and, for example, the confluence of transformations developed with the Operation Recorder could be examined by a critical pair analysis executed within
AGG. Therefore, the implementation of an import/export component capable to handle the de
facto format for the representation of graph-based structures, i.e., the Graph eXchange Language
(GXL) as described in [67], is proposed to be implemented for the Operation Recorder.
Closely related to the interchangeable representation of operations is the approach towards
a precise, readily understandable visual representation of the derived transformation. Due to
the visually appealing and intiutive representation of graph transformations, the storyboard notation [28] seems most suitable for the task of providing a visual summary of the modifications
performed by an operation.
Future Work. On the one hand, future work could concentrate on further conceptual alignments or the generalization of the presented alignment process, which might prove useful in the
endeavor to establish a formal framework for similar tools. On the other hand, the focus might
also be directed towards the enhancements of the Operation Recorder’s tooling environment.
In the following, the latter is favored over the former, in order to present some of the orginal
considerations concerning implementation-focused improvements to the tooling environment.
In this respect, two possible areas of extension are presented.
The first is concerned with extensions to the by-demonstration environment of the Operation
Recorder. Hereby, the usage of an iterative demonstration process is proposed, which does not
require the user to provide a separate initial model but rather employs the existing model under
development. This model contains presumably more elements than the specifically tailored initial model. Thus, an iterative narrowing of the transformation’s context, i.e., the elements, which
are unaffected by the transformation, yet constitute required preconditions, is performed. This
approach allows to detect intended iterations more easily, among others. Further, this iterative
context reduction preserves the knowledge of required contextual elements necessary to derive
a minimal semantic rule from the demonstrated modifications.
The second extension is concerned with the integration of by-example techniques into the bydemonstration environment to reduce the need of laborious configurations required to capture the
desired semantic intentions of the transformation. Inspiration for this extension is hereby drawn
from the field of automatic test case generation and model checking techniques [34, 45, 64].
The idea is to showcase exemplary transformations to the user, which are generated form the
application of the demonstrated graph rewriting rule to random, automatically generated model
instances. The user then needs to decide in a question-answer based manner if the transformation
depicts the intended behavior. This question-answer game is continued until the transformation
conforms to the user’s intention, or, in case the desired behavior was not captured by such an
example, is terminated to finalize the graph rewriting rule manually.
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